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 Bacteriophages as the most abundant biological entities on the planet play a 
significant role in microbial population dynamics in various ecosystems. The potential of 
bacteriophages as a driving force in evolution of microbial communities through 
controlling the bacterial population, naturally selecting phage-resistant bacteria, and 
facilitating horizontal gene transfer have been studied. However, few studies have 
demonstrated the effect of phages on the microbial communities in different natural 
ecosystems, biological nutrient removal reactors, and hypersaline environment. In this 
study, the role of bacteriophages in functional gene transfer and how they affect different 
nutrient cycles and bacterial diversity and population in lab-scale and natural ecosystems 
were investigated. 
 The research was accomplished through studying the bacteriophage population, 
diversity, and their role in bacterial infection and subsequent alteration in bacterial 
population and diversity. The ecosystems studied in this study included lab-scale 
biological phosphorus removal and hypersaline Great Salt Lake as engineered and natural 
models for understanding the phage-host interaction. The biomass and sediment samples 
were collected from the lab-scale bioreactor and deep brine layer in Great Salt Lake and 
subjected to various environmental stress factors to understand the role of bacteriophage 





 Great Salt Lake was analyzed with metagenomics approach. 
 The evaluation of prophage induction showed that various environmental stress 
factors including nutrients, heavy metals, toxic chemical, and antibiotic can induce 
phages integrated onto bacterial genomes (i.e. prophages), resulting in a decrease of the 
bacterial population involved in different nutrient cycles. Analyzing the viral and 
bacterial metagenomes explored the GC content, oligonucleotide and k-mer profile, 
genetic homology, CRISPRs, and prophage network. Our in-depth metagenomics 
analysis identified phage and bacteria communities comprehensively and proved the role 
of bacteriophages in defining the bacterial community population, diversity, and their 
effects on various nutrient cycles. Identification of bacteriophage diversity, population, 
and their functional genes using metagenomics approach in this study will shed light on 
the bacterial and viral diversity in Great Salt Lake and this information will be helpful in 
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Several chemical, physical, and biological processes related to nutrient, carbon, 
and metal cycling can occur simultaneously in natural ecosystems such as rivers, lakes, 
and wetlands. These processes are beneficial in removing excess nutrients and pollutants 
(Fisher and Acreman, 2004; Jasper et al., 2013), transforming heavy metals (Turner et al., 
2000), or enhancing nutrient consumption in plant biomass (Kobayashi et al., 2013). 
Sustainable functioning of any natural ecosystem requires maintaining the 
resilience of the system and its ability to cope with different environmental stresses, 
shocks, and enhance capabilities that allow adaptation (Turner et al., 2003). The 
resilience of such a system is directly correlated with the microbial diversity present in 
the environment, as these organisms are actively involved in contaminant mobilization 
through the different strata. Microbial processes in the sediments of a natural ecosystem 
play an important role in water purification through nutrient cycling (Sims et al., 2012; 
Wang et al., 2012), carbon cycling (Jasser et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011), mercury 
transformation (Chavan et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2009; Ramasamy et al., 2012), sulfate 
reduction (Bahr et al., 2005; Whitmire and Hamilton, 2005; Faulwetter et al., 2013), and 




major role in overall functioning of various natural ecosystems (Danovaro and Pusceddu, 
2007; Reed and Hicks, 2011). The common thing among all of these biological processes 
is that these all are prokaryotes-mediated. In other words, natural ecosystems have 
bacterial diversity which provides environmental sustainability to these ecosystems and 
enables biologically and chemically disparate microzones to co-occur, facilitating diverse 
ecological processes in a small volume. Along with prokaryotes, other entities which also 
co-exist in natural ecosystems are bacteriophages, i.e. viruses that infect only bacteria. 
Bacteriophages are the most numerous and diverse biological entities in aquatic 
environment and on earth (Suttle, 2007). Although bacteriophages do not directly 
participate in any metabolic activity in ecosystems, they can affect the resiliency of any 
ecosystem by directly affecting the prokaryotic community through their well-known 
infection cycles. Viral infection and lysis are among the biotic bottom-up control factors 
that have significant stimulatory and/or inhibitory effects on biodiversity of prokaryotes, 
microbial biomass, and their activity in the aquatic system. This is a common saying that 
bacteriophages exist wherever bacteria are living. In fact, bacteriophage number in many 
cases outcompete the bacterial number, which suggests that there must be significant 
phage-bacteria interactions in natural ecosystems. 
Interactions between bacteriophages and prokaryotes have rarely been examined 
in natural ecosystems and the role of viruses in regulating microbial communities in such 
an ecosystem is unclear (Jackson and Jackson, 2008). Bacteriophages have been studied 
extensively in marine environments and more recently in freshwater, but very few studies 
have examined viruses in hypersaline ecosystems and shallow water such as wetlands. A 
quick search using major published paper databases enabled us with less than 30 papers 




of viruses with coliphages as model viruses or human viruses. 
As mentioned in the previous section, although bacterial-phage interaction plays a 
significant role in various natural ecosystems, very few studies focused on this interaction 
and its effects on bacterial diversity, their population, and the system resiliency to these 
changes. In addition, to best of our knowledge, there is no study conducted to understand 
the diversity of bacteriophages in a hypersaline environment and their role in affecting 
the nutrient removal and metal transformation that is happening in this ecosystem. 
This research was conducted to better understand the role of bacteriophages and 
their diversity and how these affect bacterial community structure in various ecosystems 
including a lab-scale biological phosphorus removal and hypersaline ecosystem. To 
achieve the objectives of this research, three hypotheses were designed as follows: (i) 
environmental stress factors that various ecosystems face cause bacterial mortality 
through prophage induction; (ii) lytic phages co-exist with bacterial communities in 
ecosystems’ biomass and sediments and can affect bacterial diversity by infecting the 
dominant species; (iii) bacteriophage-mediated gene transfer is leading to diversification 
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BACTERIOPHAGE-HOST INTERACTION IN NATURAL 
ECOSYSTEMS: A REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND BIOINFORMATICS ANALYSIS 
2.1. Introduction 
Bacteriophages (also called phages for short) are viruses that infect only bacteria 
as their hosts. In fact, “phage” is originated from a Greek word meaning “devour”. 
Bacteriophages are considered as the most abundant entities in the biotic and abiotic 
environments with an estimated population of 1031 phages on the earth which outnumber 
coexisting bacteria by a factor of 10 (Thomas et al., 2011; Williamson et al., 2013; 
Engelhardt et al., 2014). For instance, there are about 1.5×107 phages per gram of soil 
(Ashelford et al., 2003), 107 phages per ml of sea water (Mann, 2005), and other living 
beings such as human gastrointestinal tract contain about 1012 phages. Since the 
discovery of phages by Twort (1915), there were various milestones in the last century 
that enliven bacteriophage study, especially in the last decade. The second discovery of 
phages in the early 1940s focused on Escherichia coli strain B as one host bacterium 
(Brock, 1990). Environmental microbiologist discovered phages in natural ecosystems in 
the 1970s as the most abundant biological entities in the aquatic global nutrients cycle by 




nutrients in a microbial loop, which affects bacterial population and diversity (Fuhrman, 
1999). Renaissance of antibiotic resistance bacteria (ARB) in the 1990s rediscovered the 
phage therapy to confront the antibiotic crisis in medical applications (Sulakvelidze et al., 
2001). Furthermore, in the last few years, the human micriobiome project leads scientists 
to seek the potential importance of the virome for understanding the dynamics of the gut 
microbiota (Reyes et al., 2012). 
The fundamental question that we are trying to address in this literature review 
chapter is “what is the role of bacteriophage in bacterial diversity, population and 
characteristics in a natural ecosystem?” To answer this question, we need to understand 
the importance of phages in natural ecosystems, understand the approaches to study the 
phages, and their interaction with their bacterial hosts in natural ecosystems. Therefore, 
we organized this review in a hierarchical manner, moving from history of phage 
research in the last century, through understanding of phage-host interaction in the 
laboratory, and complex communities in natural environments with genomics and 
metagenomics analysis. In the first section of this review, an overview of experimental 
approaches for bacteriophage abundance, diversity, and their interaction with a bacterial 
host in a laboratory environment and various natural ecosystems are discussed. In the 
second section, sequencing strategies and recent studies employing high-throughput 
sequencing technologies for better analysis of phage-bacteria interaction are discussed. In 
the last section, future research directions are recommended for new studies with more 





2.2. Bacteriophages and bacteria diversity in natural environments 
One of the fundamental steps in understanding the role of phages in driving 
bacterial evolution and their interaction is quantifying bacteriophage and bacterial host 
population in various natural ecosystems. Furthermore, phage diversity and their different 
infection cycles are critical to understand for further studies of the phage-host interaction. 
Bacteria are distributed and found across most environments and niches on the planet 
experiencing from mild to extreme temperature, pressure, and salinity. Prior to the advent 
of culture-independent quantification techniques, the bacterial populations in the 
environment were significantly underestimated due to a very narrow range of 
environmental conditions in the lab. Advances in direct-count methods such as staining 
followed by microscopy dramatically increased the number of bacteria discovered in the 
environment (Hobbie et al., 1977). Environmental sequencing employing nucleic acid 
sequencing of 16S rRNA, i.e. the most conserved region in all bacteria, increased the 
resolution of environmental quantification of bacteria (Torsvik and Ovreas, 2002). 
In contrast to bacterial ecology, although phages are expected to be similarly 
distributed as their bacterial hosts, knowledge about phage distribution in natural 
environments is still limited. Bacteriophages are found and abundant in various 
environments including fresh water (Fuhrman, 1999), marine environments (Breitbart 
and Rohwer, 2005), hypersaline environments (Sime‐Ngando et al., 2011), soil (Salifu et 
al., 2013), deserts (Fancello et al., 2013), and Polar Regions (Sawstrom et al., 2008). 
Similar to bacterial quantification, culture-dependent techniques in bacteriophage 
quantification greatly limited phage detection and significantly underestimated the phage 




SYBR gold followed by microscopy and flow cytometry, increased the resolution of 
environmental quantification of bacteriophages. In addition, culture-independent 
sequence identification is unlikely for phage quantification because of not sharing a 
conserved gene region (Rohwer and Edwards, 2002). However, with the advent of 
metagenomics technologies, sequence-based estimates of phage abundance revealed the 
more accurate extent of phage population. With the metagenomics analysis, it has been 
studied that the phages are ubiquitous across various natural ecosystems and can account 
for up to 20% turnover of the living biomass in the sea (Breitbart and Rohwer, 2005). 
2.3. Bacteriophage life cycles, properties and advantages 
The genetic material of bacteriophages is contained in a protein capsid, which has 
an icosahedral construction (Lodish et al., 2000). The capsid is connected through a collar 
to a tail composed of tail fibers with tips (Orlova, 2012). The tail fibers recognize 
receptors on the bacterial cell surface, which determine the range of a phage's host 
organisms. Depending on the specificity of the receptors, phages can be categorized into 
monovalent phages with the capacity to infect a specific bacterial species or strain, and 
polyvalent phages that are able to adsorb to bacterial surfaces, enabling them to infect 
across different bacterial species or even genera. 
Bacteriophages can be categorized into two major classes according to their life 
cycle: virulent (lytic) phages and temperate (lysogenic) phages (Guttman et al., 2004). As 
shown in Figure 2.1, during a lytic cycle, virulent phage particles attach to the host 
bacterial surface, inject their genetic material into the host’s DNA, replicate their DNA 
using host machinery and then assemble their structural components until lysing the host 




temperate phages integrate their genome onto the host chromosome, remain as a 
prophage within the bacterium, and vertically transmit, by cell division, its progeny until 
the lytic cycle is induced (Motlagh et al., 2015). 
Several life cycles are employed by phages to complete their infection process 
depending on the bacterial hosts. The phage life cycles can be in a range of destructive 
types involving bacterial cell lysis to those neutral and even beneficial to the bacterial 
hosts. Lytic phages infect their host by recognizing receptors on the cell surface, 
attaching to the receptor in a “lock and key” fashion, adsorbing to the bacterial cells, and 
ejecting their genetic material into the cell (Molineux and Panja, 2013). As mentioned, 
the adsorption process requires recognition of bacterial receptors including 
lipopolysaccharides, flagella, or pili on the cell surface (Lindberg, 1973; Samuel et al., 
1999; Mattick, 2002). The bacterial cell machinery produces the viral proteins replicating 
the viral genetic materials, which are self-assembled and packaged into capsids (Aksyuk 
and Rossmann, 2011). After producing enough virions, the cell lyses and releases 
progeny viruses to start a new infection process of another susceptible host. 
Temperate phages in the lysogenic cycles are capable of integrating their genetic 
material into the bacterial chromosome and transmit to daughter cells through bacterial 
reproduction. Under certain conditions, temperate phages can alter to lytic cycle that 
eventually lyses the cell. During coevolution of phages, prophages can lose their ability 
to excise from the host genome and form new virions, which is considered as crytic 
prophage. 
In addition to the lytic and lysogenic cycles as the most common phage life 




implications for phage-bacteria interactions in nature. In the pseudolysogeny, the phage 
neither integrates into the host genome nor enters the lytic cycle, which is associated with 
conditions of cell starvation. Since this lifestyle usually resolves with phages entering the 
lytic or lysogenic cycle (Los and Wegrzyn, 2011), it is not clearly understood whether 
considering pseudolysogeny as a life cycle or a necessary “pause” due to reduced activity 
of phages as a result of starvation. As nutrients might be transiently limited in the natural 
environment and starvation can occur frequently, phages may not decay from a 
population by a lack of bacterial growth and they can start their activity once cell growth 
resumes. 
2.4. Bacteriophage and bacterial host interaction 
 
 in natural environments 
Beyond the distribution of phages and their bacterial hosts in the natural 
environments, an important parameter of studying the bacteria and phage is their ability 
to interact biologically. Microbial interactions in a natural ecosystem can shape biological 
and geochemical processes at a global scale. In particular, bacteria are predominant 
organisms in the microbial ecosystem and directly shape biogeochemical cycles (Karl et 
al., 1997). Bacterial communities can be involved in oxygen generation, carbon fixation, 
nitrogen fixation, ammonification, anammox process, phosphorous metabolism, and 
metal transformation, which results in complex biogeochemical processes in the natural 
ecosystem (Figure 2.2).  
 As many of the biogeochemical processes in the environment are emerged from 
bacterial communities, bacteriophages can affect the abiotic and biotic environments by 




ways that viruses can affect the nutrient cycles, reported to cause 50% or greater 
mortality in some environments (Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). Following bacterial lysis, 
bacterial organic matters including nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids are released to the 
environments, which significantly increase the nutrient pools and the availability of trace 
elements. The increase in the trace elements, particularly iron, limits primary productivity 
in the ecosystem. Additionally, primary production can be directly limited by phages 
through bacterial infection up to 78% in seawater (Suttle, 1994). 
Furthermore, the phage-host interaction has the potential to shape bacterial 
populations and communities, alter competition among bacterial species (Bohannan and 
Lenski, 2000a, b; Joo et al., 2006; Koskella et al., 2012), diversity of bacterial strains 
(Buckling and Rainey, 2002a, b; Rodriguez-Valera et al., 2009), and mediate horizontal 
gene transfer among bacteria (Kidambi et al., 1994; Canchaya et al., 2003). The phage-
host coevolution has important effects in shaping genotypic, phenotypic, and community-
level diversity (Weinbauer and Rassoulzadegan, 2004; Avrani et al., 2011). However, its 
studies have been hindered due to lack of understanding of the interaction networks of the 
phages and their hosts. 
2.4.1. Dynamic changes in bacterial and viral communities 
 
abundance and diversity 
Bacteriophages can have a significant impact on the bacterial abundance, 
especially when phages are in their lytic cycles. Phages can outnumber their bacterial 
hosts by a ratio of 1:10 in natural environments, which may explain a significant factor in 
bacterial mortality (Fuhrman and Noble, 1995). However, the oscillating cycles of 




resistance that can buffer the effects of phage predation (Harcombe and Bull, 2005). For 
instance, some phages such as E. coli T4 multiply 50 times faster than its E. coli bacterial 
host. With this significant difference in the host generation and infection rate, T4 phage 
could drive the host into extinction and then itself (Brussow, 2013). In addition, typically 
phages have shorter generation time and larger population size than their bacterial hosts, 
which would enhance the phage infection process on their hosts. 
Besides the lysis process, temperate phages can also affect the bacterial 
population by reducing competition for nearby hosts of the same genotype. Although the 
bacterial cells having inducible prophage are typically lysed in the process, the rest of the 
bacterial population that are protected from further infection due to sharing the prophage 
on their genomes benefits from reduction in the competing bacterial population (Bossi et 
al., 2003). 
In summary, phage-bacteria interaction in different environments results in 
dynamic changes in the phages and bacteria population. In aquaculture environments, 
bacteria and phages were shown to be highly dynamic at the strain level and relatively 
static at the community level (Rodriguez-Brito et al., 2010). On the other hand, in 
enriched bioreactor environments, frequent changes were found to the microbial 
communities with correlated variation in the phage population associated with dominant 
taxa (Shapiro et al., 2010). Additionally, the increase in the phages was found to correlate 
with reduction in the dominant bacterial taxa in mixed bacterial communities cultured in 





2.4.2. Phage adaptation to bacterial population 
Although it has been traditionally considered that the phages are highly host-
specific to individual bacterial species or even strains, due to the interaction and 
coevolution between the phages and their hosts in the environment, it is suggested that 
bacterial susceptibility and resistance may not be as highly host-specific as previously 
supposed (Koskella and Meaden, 2013). Based on the experimental evidence from 
natural and laboratory systems, it is suggested that many phages may infect more than 
one bacterial strain or species and many bacteria can be the host to a number of different 
phages in the environment (Flores et al., 2011). A meta-analysis of the lytic phage 
infection network in nature revealed that phages with broad host range are more capable 
of infecting highly resistant hosts, wherein phages with narrow host range are only 
capable of infecting the most susceptible hosts (Flores et al., 2011). The phage specificity 
in the environment is supported by the locally adaptation mechanisms of phages to their 
bacterial hosts across space (Vos et al., 2009). 
Similarly, multiple phages can infect a single bacterial genotype in the local 
environment. Therefore, this interaction between the phages and their host and evolution 
of resistance may result to changes in various phage lineages simultaneously. In addition, 
the horizontal gene transfer process mediated by phages (Canchaya et al., 2003; Smillie 
et al., 2011) and potential for recombination among phage genomes during coinfection 
increase the chance of phage adaptation to the bacterial populations and altering the viral 
host range. Furthermore, phages with greater niche breath and capable of infecting 
multiple susceptible bacterial hosts are expected to survive extinctions (Ogbunugafor et 




under selection to increase host range to enhance geographic distribution. 
Bacteriophages can expand their distribution by increasing their tolerance to 
environmental degradation (Diaz-Munoz and Koskella, 2014). In fact, phages are 
generally stable under optimal conditions for long periods of time (Clokie et al., 2011) 
and can tolerate a range of environmental stresses greater than their hosts (Sano et al., 
2004). This enhanced environmental tolerance may increase their ability to find different 
susceptible bacterial hosts. Interestingly, bacteriophages may adapt to environmental 
stress independently of their hosts’ adaptation such as tolerance of phage Ф6 to heat 
shock at 50°C where Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola bacterial host for phage Φ6 
cannot grow and survive at temperatures greater than 30°C (Dessau et al., 2012). 
2.4.3. Phage-mediated bacterial gene transfer 
Although lytic phages reproduce with little interaction between the host and viral 
genome and the bacterial cells’ genetic machinery is merely used to reproduce the viral 
genetic material, in some cases, phage capsids package that are being derived from cells’ 
nucleic acid are transported to other bacterial cells in a process called transduction. 
Through generalized transduction, phages can facilitate the transfer of genes among 
bacterial strains or genera, and therefore, the viral population can serve as a reservoir of 
the genes. On the other hand, via specialized transduction, specific regions of the 
bacterial genome are acquired for transferring into the phage genome. These targeted 
bacterial nucleic acids may benefit the phage by changing the host physiology and 
increasing its infection (Diaz-Munoz and Koskella, 2014). For instance, cyanophages 
carry essential genes for photosynthesis that can be used to maintain energy generation 




after the host cell has terminated production of essential photosynthesis proteins (Clokie 
et al., 2006). Furthermore, the acquired bacterial nucleic acids may confer an advantage 
to the bacteria by supporting the bacterial fitness and transferring toxin-encoding genes 
that enhance the bacterial virulence. For instance, toxin genes encoded by phages are 
found in Vibiro cholera (Waldor and Mekalanos, 1996), Corynebacterium diphtheriae 
(Holmes and Barksdale, 1969), Vibrio harveyi (Munro et al., 2003), Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (Hayashi et al., 1990), Escherichia coli (Newland et al., 1987), and Shigella 
dysenteriae (McDonough and Butterton, 1999) that enhance bacterial host virulence. 
2.5. Bacterial response and resistance to phage infection 
Bacterial fitness requires survival, reproduction, and resistance of bacteria to the 
phage infection, which carries substantial fitness costs to the bacterial host. These fitness 
costs include an increased cost of deleterious mutations (Buckling et al., 2006), decreased 
ability to metabolize carbon (Middelboe et al., 2009), altered competitive ability 
(Brockhurst et al., 2005; Lennon et al., 2007; Quance and Travisano, 2009), and 
increased susceptibility to other phages (Avrani et al., 2011; Marston et al., 2012). 
Therefore, bacterial hosts respond to the phage infection by resistance processes, which 
can be categorized into two main types of pre-entry resistance mechanism including 
adsorption reduction and postentry resistance mechanisms including restriction following 
the infection and abortive infections (Hyman and Abedon, 2010). 
2.5.1. Phage adsorption reduction mechanism 
As mentioned earlier, phages need to first attach to a specific cell-surface receptor 




to lose the receptor such as in Escherichia coli for resistance to χ-phage (Samuel et al., 
1999) or Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Mattick, 2002) that resistance can be readily 
achieved by losing or inactivating the flagella or type IV pili. Although there are a 
number of ways that bacteria employ to reduce the phage adsorption such as flagella loss, 
pilus loss, pilus modification, and hyperpiliation, since these receptors have an important 
function for bacterial survival, reproduction, and pathogenesis, most of the resistance 
mechanisms are associated with substantial fitness costs and constrained in natural 
environments (Bohannan and Lenski, 2000b). 
An alternative resistance strategy with less fitness loss for the bacterial host is 
receptor modification, which results in less substantial cost than complete loss of 
function. For instance, an alteration to outer membrane lipopolysaccharides (LPS) in 
Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli results in bacterial resistance to T7 
bacteriophage (Qimron et al., 2006). 
Another strategy employed by bacteria to provide resistance to phage infection is 
the production of an extracellular matrix (Labrie et al., 2010). Based on spatial 
heterogeneity where bacteria create self-organized refuges (i.e. biofilm), within that zone, 
phages cannot easily infect the bacteria (Heilmann et al., 2012). On the other hand, 
phages survive to infect enough susceptible bacteria at the boundaries of the biofilms. 
Most bacteria in nature grow in the form of biofilm aggregating to itself, to other bacteria 
(Motlagh et al. 2013), and/or to organic and inorganic surfaces (De Oliveira et al., 2014), 
which provides a physical barrier for the extraneous material to penetrate. Although 
many bacteria are surrounded by a layer of extracellular polysaccharide (EPS) even in 




et al., 2011), Delftia tsuruhantesis (Bhattacharjee et al., 2014), and lambdoid 
Psedomonas (Cornelissen et al., 2012) phages that contain virion-associated EPS 
depolymerases that can degrade the biofilm and reach the bacterial phage receptor. 
2.5.2. Postentry resistance mechanisms 
Following phage attachment to the bacterial host, the genetic material is injected 
and replication inside the bacterial cell will be started. Bacteria can also employ post-
infection processes, which block on cell takeover and target and degrade phage nucleic 
acids as the foreign genetic material upon entry into the cell. CRISPR-Cas system (Jansen 
et al., 2002) and restriction enzymes (Hyman and Abedon, 2010) are two of the bacterial 
defense systems that may be less constrained than mechanisms targeting phage 
adsorption in the natural environments. 
Clustered Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPRs) and associated genes 
(CRISPR-Cas) play an important role in targeting, neutralizing, and degrading foreign 
nucleic acids from phage and plasmid sources (Deveau et al., 2010). These genomic 
regions, typically 21-47 base-pairs (bp) in length, consisting of tandem repeated DNA 
sequences separated by nonrepetitive spacer sequences with approximately same length, 
occur in half of bacterial genomes (Godde and Bickerton, 2006). Short spacer sequences 
that correspond to specific sequences of the targeted nucleic acid are acquired by the 
CRISPR loci, which bring resistance to the target genetic material. A study conducted by 
Kuno et al. (2012) revealed highly diverse CRISPR sequences in the host population as 
an indicator of strong association and rapid evolution of the bacterial and phage 
populations. In a similar study, Streptococcus thermophiles phage system showed 




one week of co-culturing (Sun et al., 2013). Additionally, special associations between 
CRISPR spacers and local phages were studied in natural communities across multiple 
sites (Held and Whitaker, 2009), which can be referred as a part of coevolution. 
Although CRISPR-mediated resistance requires bacteria to specifically match the 
targeted phage (Barrangou et al., 2007), phages can readily evolve to escape recognition 
by CRISPR resistance (Levin et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013). Anti-CRISPR counter-
measures by phages has been studied and showed that phages can also carry a CRISPR-
cas system to target chromosomal island of the bacterial host (Seed et al., 2013). 
Matching the CRISPR spacers in bacterial genomes to phage metagenome found from the 
same location demonstrated that phages are capable of rapidly adapting to their bacterial 
host (Rho et al., 2012). A similar approach investigated adaptation of Candidatus 
Accumulibacter phosphatis across two geographically separated bioreactors and showed 
rapid divergence of CRISPR sequences which correlated with local phage-mediated 
selection (Kunin et al., 2008). 
The other alternative as the restriction mechanism following the phage infection is 
producing endonucleases by bacterial host to restrict unmethylated nucleic acid at 
specific sites, while protecting its own nucleic acid by methylation (Tock and Dryden, 
2005). As a result, these endonucleases can degrade phage DNA and avoid them from 
further replication. Similar to other restriction mechanisms, phages have readily evolved 
various mechanisms to avoid these restriction enzymes, including loss of restriction sites, 
evolution of their own methylase genes, and use of unusual bases such as hydroxymethyl 
cytosine instead of cytosine in bacteriophage T4 (Labrie et al., 2010). 




among bacterial hosts showed that the host resistance to the phage directly affects the 
dominant bacteria in any environment (Bohannan and Lenski, 2000a, 2000b). Following 
this model with the assumption of having a phage with two bacterial hosts, three 
scenarios can occur depending on the phages and their hosts; (i) the phage infects only 
one of the two bacterial hosts and the resistant host will become the dominant strain or 
species in the environment, (ii) the phage infects two bacterial hosts with different 
sensitivity either in terms of adsorption rate or time to reach cell lysis, and as expected, 
the more resistant strain will become dominant in the environment, or (iii) the bacterial 
hosts are able to evolve resistance to the shared phage and their relative abundance and 
fitness may vary depending on the cost for the resistance that each bacteria has to pay. 
Therefore, it is clear that phages can alter and maintain bacterial population and diversity 
from the range of genome level to population level and even up to microbial 
communities. The prevalence of these bacterial resistance mechanisms can now be 
productively studied using sequence-based technologies such as metagenomics and 
undoubtedly will shed light into phage-bacteria interaction in the environment. 
In addition to bacterial resistance mechanisms to phage infection, ecological 
variables and environmental conditions can also mediate the phage-host interaction and 
alter the costs and benefits of resistance for the bacterial host, which ultimately promotes 
or constrains coevolutionary dynamics. Dispersal or mixing of bacterial populations can 
increase contact rates between the phage and host, which enhances phage transmission, 
allows phages to penetrate bacterial refugia and increases the coevolution rate that results 
in the evolution of bacteria with broader resistance and phages with extensive infectivity 




concentration of carbon substrates reduces the cost of resistance mutations and intensifies 
the mutation rate and increases the populations (Harrison et al., 2013). On the other hand, 
bacterial population also increases with resource supply, which results in elevated phage-
bacteria contact rates that eventually enhance the benefits of resistance (Lopez-Pascua 
and Buckling, 2008). Although there were various experimental laboratory studies on the 
phage-bacteria interaction and coevolution (Middelboe et al., 2001; Friman and Buckling, 
2013; Koskella, 2014), it is not straightforward to apply these results to make a prediction 
about the coevolution processes in natural microbial communities. The additional abiotic 
and biotic selection pressures, variation in resources, competition among species, 
differing microbial population sizes, and migration rate are a few of the possible features 
in the natural ecosystem that can dramatically alter the phage-bacteria encounter in 
natural environments compared to simple microcosm experiments in laboratory 
conditions. 
2.6. Sequencing analysis to understand phage-bacteria interaction 
Microbial communities including bacterial and viral population co-occur in a 
single habitat in natural ecosystem. The advent of cultivation-independent tools in the last 
few decades significantly contributed to the population and diversity studies of microbial 
communities. Additionally, the application of next-generation sequencing (NGS) to 
sequence of environmental samples, i.e. metagenomics, enhances the microbial 
identification resolution to large-scale insights into functional level of complex microbial 
communities. In this section, we have reviewed the various procedures and available 
pipelines for studying the genetic and metabolic networks of phage-host interaction 




characterization using 16S rRNA genes are discussed and then we will review the 
methods transforming high-throughput short sequence reads into taxonomic and 
functional entities to understand the interaction between the phages and their hosts. 
2.6.1. 16S rRNA gene profile 
The small ribosome subunit 16S gene (16S rRNA gene) can be used as a highly 
conserved housekeeping genetic marker between different bacterial species to study their 
phylogeny and taxonomy. The 16S rRNA gene contains nine hypervariable regions (V1 
to V9) and 'universal' primers can be used to amplify these highly variable regions and 
distinguish between bacterial strains. The most significant limitation of 16S rRNA 
sequencing is the biases by selection of hypervariable regions as well as biases by PCR 
primer designs, which can result in underestimation or overestimation of particular 
groups of microorganisms. In addition, as the 16S rRNA gene is present in different copy 
numbers in bacterial genomes, the relative abundance of microorganisms will be affected 
(Klappenbach et al., 2000). 
Bacteriophages have the lack of highly conserved genes common to all 
representatives and therefore, phylogenetic analysis of phages with 16S rRNA 
sequencing is a challenging process. When there is background knowledge about the viral 
families present in the sample or whether the presence of a particular phage-encoded 
gene is known, PCR can be the possible technique (Casas et al., 2006). However, the 
choice of gene to be amplified and the consequent design of primers are the biggest 
challenge in phage PCR and sequencing. For phage diversity, T4-like viruses in the 
family of Myoviridae are among the most understood bacteriophage genus, which have 




2003; Short and Suttle, 2005) and marine viral diversity (Filee et al., 2005). The primers 
for these phage PCR have been designed for the major capsid proteins (gp23 and gp20), 
and DNA polymerase encoding gene (gp43). The interaction between phage and bacteria 
might results in viral diversity inaccuracy when screening for phages’ encoded genes 
acquired from their bacterial hosts. For instance, cyanophages that acquired 
photosynthesis genes may be equally amplified with the same primers from Podoviridae 
or Myoviridae families (Sullivan et al., 2006). 
2.6.2. Bioinformatics analysis for bacterial and viral metagenomics 
The sequencing of 16S rRNA gene mainly identifies the abundance and diversity 
of bacteria and phages in environmental samples. However, the metagenomic analysis 
additionally can identify the gene content, potential of functional proteins encoded in the 
genomes, novel enzymatic functions, host-pathogen interaction, and even novel 
therapeutic strategies in human diseases. Advent and advance in high-throughput 
sequencing technologies in the last decade have significantly improved our understanding 
of the microbial communities in the natural ecosystems. In the following sections, we 
reviewed various studies and approaches using high-throughput technologies to better 
analyze and understand the phage-bacterial interaction in natural environments. 
One of the advantages of high-throughput sequencing of phage genomes and 
metagenomes is generating more sequence data and expanding the phage sequence 
libraries that can contribute to a better probing of phageom with PCR-based approaches. 
The initial step for metagenomics sequencing is the isolation of the total nucleic acid 
from the environmental samples. Prior to viral DNA extraction, the sediment samples 




followed by vigorous shaking to resuspend the viral particles. In order to separate the 
viral particles from the microbial cells, ultracentrifugation with cesium chloride (CsCl) 
density gradient can be performed to purify the extracted phage sample. Furthermore, in 
order to remove the residual nonencapsulated free nucleic acids, DNase and RNase 
treatment are carried out on the purified sample. 
In some environmental samples, bacterial population might not be abundant 
enough to extract sufficient nucleic acids. In addition, although phages outnumber 
bacterial cells in a ratio of 10:1 in most environments, viral DNA represents only 0.1% of 
the total DNA in a microbial community (Qin et al., 2010). Therefore, in many 
environmental samples, the amplification of total DNA is typically necessary in order to 
increase the nucleic acid yield to a sufficient quantity for sequencing. For this purpose, a 
range of amplification methods for bacterial and viral samples have been developed such 
as random amplified shotgun library (RASL) (Rohwer et al., 2001), linker-amplified 
shotgun library (LASL) (Breitbart et al., 2003), and multiple displacement amplification 
(MDA) (Hutchison et al., 2005). However, because of random amplification of nucleic 
acid in these processes, quantitative biases in sequencing may be generated and 
association of phage taxa to bacterial taxa will be challenging to establish. Therefore, to 
minimize any biases and circumvent production of artifacts such as chimeras, recent 
studies avoid application of any amplification process for augmentation of nucleic acid 
concentration. 
Depending on the selected sequencing platform, a DNA library will be 
constructed for sequence analysis by fragmentation of the total DNA into smaller pieces 




adapters containing sequences for hybridization to the flow cell followed by library 
cleanup, amplification, and quantification are the last steps before high-throughput 
sequencing. 
Following high-throughput sequencing, the sequences obtained by shotgun 
analysis are subjected to data filtering based on several quality criteria including read 
length, base quality, ambiguous base calls, and removing the adapter sequences. In case 
of pair-end sequencing when using Illumina sequencing platform, interleaving of the 
reads is also required that can be separately or simultaneously performed in the contig 
assembly process. 
The quality controlled reads will be used for de novo assembly to generate full-
length sequences as contigs and/or scaffold. Although mapping against known genomes 
as existing backbone sequence can recover complete genomes, usually because of the 
presence of multiple closely related strains, recovering complete genomes will be a 
highly challenging metagenomic approach. Metagenomic assemblers generally use two 
major approaches for sequence assembly. Graph-based reconstruction assembly using 
overlap-layout-consensus (OLC) to assemble longer sequences in software such as MIRA 
and Celera is one approach in sequence assembly. The second approach is de Brujin 
graph to assemble shorter sequences in software such as Euler, Velvet, ABySS, and 
SOAP de novo, which has shown more success in shorter sequences produced by 
Illumina and Ion Torrent platforms. 
The assembly algorithm may results in erroneous chimeric contigs by assembly of 
two different sequences from different organisms or species. This issue is particularly 




sequences. In order to minimize this problem and validate the assembly process, it is 
suggested that hybrid assembly by using several assembly algorithms needs to be 
employed. 
The taxonomic classification and binning can be accomplished prior to or after the 
sequence assembly using similarity-based and non-similarity-based approaches. For 
similarity-based taxonomic classification, the assembled contigs should be compared 
against gene markers using BLAST (Segata et al., 2012), USEARCH (Edgar, 2010), or 
HMMs (Finn et al., 2011) to annotate and quantify each metagenomics homologue. 
Depending on the targeted study, the sequence identity of the best match determines the 
nearest phylogenetic origin of the reads. In case of using BLAST search, BLASTn 
algorithm may overestimate the matched hit of the nucleotide sequences and therefore, it 
is more preferable to search against the protein database using BLASTx or tBLASTx that 
translate query and reference nucleotide sequences in all six frames and then compare 
them to each other. As conventional BLAST-based search tools particularly BLASTx and 
tBLASTx are extremely time consuming when working with large metagenomic datasets, 
parallel implementation of BLAST can achieve super-linear speed-up up to 100 times by 
distributing the work across the cluster's nodes, executing searches on multiple non-
shared memory processors and reassembling the results in software such as open-source 
parallel BLAST (mpiBLAST) (Darling et al., 2003) or commercial Paracel BLAST 
software, which is almost five times faster than mpiBLAST (Boysen and Riefell, 2004). 
In order to classify the matched sequences after the alignment process, various software 
including MEGAN, GAAS, GRAMMy, and GASiC can be used. Classification of 




(NCBI) viral classification system, as proposed originally by the International Committee 
on Taxonomy of Viruses. 
Taxonomic classification using nonsimilarity approaches, i.e. composition-based 
method explore composition of genome such as GC content, codon usage, or k-mers 
usage. This taxonomic classification approach is particularly beneficial when the 
sequences do not have any homologs such as novel phages or they are highly divergent 
from sequences in public databases. Although composition-based methods are 
computationally faster than similarity-based methods, they have lower accuracy and are 
highly dependent on sequence length. Composition-based taxonomic classification can be 
performed using software with assignment dependent such as PhyloPythia and Phymm; 
and assignment independent such as Metacluster, TETRA, variants of SOMs, 
CompostBin, and AbundanceBin. Most of the mentioned taxonomic profiling tools are 
designed for analyzing bacterial metagenomic and they could have issues in analyzing 
viral metagenomic datasets for reasonable profile and estimation of viral sequences 
abundance (Klingenberg et al., 2013). Finally, it should be mentioned that besides the 
similarity-based and composition-based methods, some taxonomic classification 
softwares are hybrid using both approaches such as SPHINX and PhymmBL. 
Microbial community structure and their difference between various metagenomic 
samples can identify the influences of microbial communities' patterns and phage-host 
interaction. For bacterial and viral metagenome diversity and community structure 
estimation, average contig spectra is generated by tools such as Circonspect, while 
average genome length is calculated by software such as GAAS, and ultimately, 




Microbial community diversity is calculated based on the assumption that more 
abundant organisms have longer and higher coverage contigs. Therefore, microbial 
richness (alpha diversity) is estimated by the number of different genotypes in the 
sample, and microbial evenness (gamma diversity) is estimated by the relative 
abundances and distribution of genotypes among different metagenomic samples. 
The functional diversity of the bacterial and viral samples can be understood by 
identifying the protein coding genes and annotating them against various protein 
databases. Following the sequence assembly, the open reading frames (ORFs) will be 
predicted from the contigs using tools such as Glimmer-MG, MetaGeneMarks, and 
Prodigal. The predicted ORFs can be compared against protein databases such as Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), protein family annotations (PFAM), gene 
ontologies (GO), clusters of orthologous groups (COG), and phage SEED. 
MetaGeneAnnotator (MGA) precisely predicts all kinds of prokaryotic genes by 
integrating statistical models for prophage genes as well as bacterial and archaeal genes. 
MGA also uses a self-training model from input sequences based on GC content, which 
detects both typical and atypical genes such as horizontally transferred and prophage 
genes in prokaryotic genomes. The other method of gene prediction is by using 
FragGeneScan, which incorporates in Hidden Markov Model (HMM) implementing 
codon usage bias and start/stop codon patterns. 
Besides the step-by-step procedures that were mentioned in this section, there are 
some automated platforms with integrated suites that have been designed to analyze 
bacterial and viral metagenomics sequences. Platforms such as MG-RAST, IMG/M, 




for viral metagenomics are among automated platforms, which are being widely used. 
2.7. Future research directions 
As mentioned earlier, there are multiple phages that interact and infect a single 
bacterial host and understanding the interaction network between these various phages 
capable of infecting a single bacterium is important. Phages can mediate interaction with 
other viruses through superinfection exclusion (Turner et al., 1999). Also, satellite phages 
are defective in some functions of viral cycles and their successful lysis depends on a 
“helper virus” to provide these aspects to reproduce (Lindqvist et al., 1997). In addition, 
phage-phage interaction can affect the phage-bacteria interaction as well. For instance, 
two distinct prophage elements can combine to produce a “composite phage” which is 
capable of entering lytic cycle (Duerkop et al., 2012). Some studies have been performed 
in a laboratory environment for understanding the interaction between multiple phages in 
infecting a single bacterial strain (Korona and Levin, 1993). However, although viral 
coinfection and phage-phage interactions occur frequently in nature (Dapalma et al., 
2010), the studies related to phage-phage interaction in natural ecosystems are very 
limited.  
The bacterial and viral metatranscriptomic can analyze the gene regulation and 
expression as well as dynamics of a transcriptionally active microbial community. 
Therefore, the application of metagenomic analysis combined with metatranscriptomic 
can reveal significant important correlation between the phage-host interactions. Studies 
are necessary to understand how bacterial metabolic activity can affect bacterial and viral 
fitness and how external environmental factors are implicated in their expression. 




the bacterial and viral abundance, diversity, and their interaction, it could also 
overestimate or underestimate the functional relevance of the encoded genes if analyzed 
without metatranscriptomic study (Franzosa et al., 2014). It is suggested that combining 
phage-host metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analyses allow a deep understanding on 
microbial interactions with providing useful insights about the microorganisms that have 
relevant functions and simultaneously active genes and pathways. In addition, 
identification of expressed genes from prophages under different environmental 
conditions can provide better understanding of the interaction between prophages and 
bacterial host. Study of the phage gene expression in various natural ecosystems can 
indicate the role of encoded prophage genes in microbial physiology and determine the 







Figure 2.1. Bacteriophage life cycles (a) lytic wherein the immediate infection causes cell 






Figure 2.2. Complex biogeochemical processes of nutrients (nitrogen, carbon, and 
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MICROBIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BACTERIOPHAGE INDUCTION 
IN THE PRESENCE OF CHEMICAL STRESS FACTORS 
IN ENHANCED BIOLOGICAL PHOSPHORUS 
REMOVAL (EBPR)1 
3.1. Abstract 
Polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs) are responsible for carrying the 
enhanced biological phosphorus removal (EBPR). Although the EBPR process is well 
studied, the failure of EBPR performance at both laboratory and full-scale plants has 
revealed a lack of knowledge about the ecological and microbiological aspects of EBPR 
processes. Bacteriophages are viruses that infect bacteria as their sole host. Bacteriophage 
infection of polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs) has not been considered as a 
main contributor to biological phosphorus removal upsets. This study examined the 
effects of different stress factors on the dynamics of bacteriophages and the 
corresponding effects on the phosphorus removal performance in a lab-scale EBPR 
system. The results showed that copper (heavy metal), cyanide (toxic chemical), and 
ciprofloxacin (antibiotic), as three different anthropogenic stress factors, can induce 
phages integrated onto bacterial genomes (i.e. prophages) in an enriched EBPR
                                                 
1 This material provided in this chapter is available at Journal of Water Research, 81, 1-14. Reprinted and 




sequencing batch reactor, resulting in a decrease in the polyphosphate kinase gene ppk1 
clades copy number, phosphorus accumulation capacity, and phosphorus removal 
performance. This study opens opportunities for further research on the effects of 
bacteriophages in nutrient cycles both in controlled systems such as wastewater treatment 
plants and natural ecosystems. 
3.2. Introduction 
Bacteriophages are viruses that are very specific to bacteria as their host (Labrie 
et al., 2010). Bacteriophages are the most numerous and diverse biological entities in 
aquatic environments and on the earth. In fact, the bacteriophage population in many 
cases outnumbers the bacterial population (Suttle, 2007). Although bacteriophages do not 
directly participate in any metabolic activity in engineered bioreactors such as in 
activated sludge systems, they can affect the performance of any bioreactor by directly 
affecting the prokaryotic community through their well-known infection cycles. The 
bacteriophages need a host to develop/multiply further. There are two alternative 
developmental pathways of phages; lytic which causes the production of progeny virions, 
and lysogenic which results in the integration of the phage genome into the host 
chromosome, thus forming lysogens, i.e. host cells bearing integrated phage genomes, 
also known as prophages. The importance of bacteriophages in determining the diversity 
and structure of a bacterial community has been a subject of keen interest in freshwater 
(Middelboe et al., 2008; Wilhelm and Matteson, 2008; Kenzaka et al., 2010), terrestrial 
(Swanson et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011; Fancello et al., 2012), and marine (Suttle, 2005; 
Breitbart, 2012; Rowe et al., 2012) studies with several alarming findings (Weinbauer 




about the role of bacteriophages in the activated sludge process, especially those infecting 
prokaryotes participating in nutrient removal. 
Bio-P removal is accomplished through a process known as enhanced biological 
phosphorus removal abbreviated as EBPR and the responsible organisms are widely 
referred as polyphosphate accumulating organisms (PAOs). Despite several significant 
advances related to understanding the microbiology and physiology of PAOs, process 
upsets are still observed in activated sludge for phosphorus removal (Oehmen et al., 
2007) and these upsets are often related to various types of negative effects experienced 
by key bacteria (Goel and Motlagh, 2014). The role of bacteriophages in such upsets has 
not been considered so far. It is generally accepted that bacteriophages exist wherever 
bacteria are living. For example, activated sludge systems have been shown to contain 
108~109 phages per ml (Otawa et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2015), a number comparable to 
or greater than the number of phages found in most of the aquatic systems. This number 
suggests that there must be significant phage-bacteria interactions in activated sludge 
bioreactors. 
In the lysogenic infection cycle, the integrated prophage has two implications for 
their bacterial host: (1) the prophage can stay dormant but can come out of the bacterial 
DNA (a process known as induction) and enter into the lytic cycle and, (2) the prophage 
can carry certain special genes and if expressed, these gene/s can provide special genetic 
“identity” to its host bacterium. The first one threatens the survival of the bacterial 
community and the second one provides more diversity (through phage mediated 





Under certain conditions, a developmental switch consisting of prophage 
induction can occur under which damage to the host DNA takes place resulting in the 
induction of prophage and the induced prophage enters into lytic cycle (Wegrzyn and 
Wegrzyn, 2007). Although the reasons for this developmental stage are not clearly 
understood, some environmental factors, especially in studied aquatic systems, are 
believed to cause these switches resulting in significant bacterial lysis (Paul, 2008). 
Activated sludge processes often face stress factors in the forms of unwanted trace 
organics (i.e. estrogens and antibiotics), metals, toxins and other chemical changes. The 
big question is whether these factors are causing prophage induction in activated sludge 
bacteria leading to cell death. A simple search on several activated sludge bacterial 
genomes available through public databases using prophage finder tools revealed that 
many of these bacteria have prophage elements on their genome. This implies that these 
bacteria are susceptible to prophage induction (i.e. possibility of the development switch). 
Recently, we investigated the effect of metal, cyanide, pH, and organic loading on 
prophage induction in Nitrosospira multiformis, an ammonia oxidizing bacterium, and 
demonstrated that indeed these chemicals can cause prophage induction within certain 
concentration ranges (Choi et al., 2010). Previously conducted research showed that 
certain stress factors cause nitrification activity to slow down and reasons were attributed 
to adverse effects of these stress factors on the nitrifying population (Love and Bott, 
2002). Our findings not only complimented the reports by these researchers but also 
showed the impact of prophage induction on nitrifying bacteria leading to cell lysis and 
process upset. This was also the first finding correlating nitrification upsets to phage 




In this chapter, we present our recent findings related to the effect of selected 
stress factors on biological phosphorus removal efficiency and phage induction. This 
research was prompted by the reason that the metagenome of “Candidatus 
Accumulibacter phosphatis”, the primary agent for enhanced biological phosphorus 
removal identified so far (Crocetti et al., 2002), suggests that this uncultured organism 
was also previously infected by bacteriophages causing community and performance 
changes in phosphorus removal activated sludge (Barr et al., 2010). Although recent 
research also shows diversity in this uncultured PAO, Candidatus Accumulibacter 
phosphatis remains undisputed as the main PAO participating in EBPR.  
The primary objectives of the current study were to examine the effect of heavy 
metal, toxic chemical, and an antibiotic on EBPR performance. The research examined 
whether these stress factors can cause prophage induction in an EBPR reactor 
community. Unfortunately, the PAO community still remains uncultured although they 
can be enriched in the laboratory-scale reactors. Hence, our approach enriched PAOs in 
laboratory-scale reactors and then studied the effect of stress factors in phage induction. 
To best of our knowledge, no study has ever been carried out to research bacteriophage 
induction factors and their influences in the EBPR system. The research has broader 
implications for two reasons; this research provides information on the inhibitory effects 
of different chemical stress factors on EBPR and, it will illustrate a novel pathway, i.e. 





3.3. Materials and methods 
3.3.1. Reactor operation 
A 2-liter laboratory-scale control EBPR reactor was initially inoculated with a 
mixed liquor sample of biomass from a local treatment facility. In order to minimize 
synergy and interference between different stress factors with varying concentrations, an 
identical test reactor was also initiated, enriched, and used to subject to different stress 
factors. After the application of each stress factor, the test reactor was restarted with seed 
biomass from the main control reactor and allowed to reach a steady state in terms of 
phosphorus removal and/or TSS/VSS ratio. The test reactor was subjected to the stress 
factors when the EBPR performance was identical to the control reactor. Both reactors 
were operated on a 6-hr cycle with four cycles per day. Each cycle consisted of a 2 hr 
anaerobic period, 3 hr aerobic period, and a final 1 hr settling and decanting period. 
Dissolved oxygen was kept below detection limits during the anaerobic period by purging 
nitrogen gas and it was maintained at 3-4 mg/l during the aerobic period. In order to 
mimic a full-scale treatment plant with a lab-scale reactor, the hydraulic retention time 
(HRT) and solids retention time (SRT) were adjusted to be 18 hr and 10 days, 
respectively. Readily biodegradable organic carbon in the form of acetate and other 
micronutrients were pumped into each reactor rapidly at the beginning of each cycle over 
a period of 5 min. during the anaerobic phase. The feed composition was taken from Goel 
and Noguera (2006) with the COD/P ratio of 35. An automatic pH controller was used to 
control the reactor pH to 7.8±0.2. In addition, allylthiourea was added to inhibit ammonia 
oxidation during the process (Oehmen et al., 2005). The amount of chemical oxygen 
demand (COD), dissolved phosphorus, total suspended solids (TSS), and volatile 




Specific phosphorus uptake and release was measured every 20 min throughout the 
anaerobic and aerobic cycle and normalized to the amount of volatile suspended solids. 
3.3.2. Construction of clone library using ppk1 gene and 
 
phylogenetic analysis 
A phylogenetic tree was constructed with biomass sample collected from the 
control reactor at steady state. Because, the experimental test reactor was always seeded 
with biomass from the control reactor, it is reasonable to assume that the community in 
the test reactor was similar to that present in the control reactor. In order to construct an 
overview representation of the phylogenetic tree in the stabilized control EBPR reactor, 
amplification of Candidatus Accumulibacter ppk1 fragments was carried out on genomic 
DNA extracted from the EBPR. The 100-µl reaction mixture contained 50 µl of 2× 
GoTaq PCR buffer (Promega, WI), 2 µl of template DNA with 70 ng/µl concentration, 
and 400 nM of each forward and reverse primer as detailed in He et al. (2007). The PCR 
was conducted on a Gradient Mastercycler (Eppendorf, NY) with a program consisting of 
an initial denaturation step of 10 min at 95°C, followed by 15 cycles of 95°C for 45 sec, 
62°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 2 min; and then 20 cycles of 95°C for 45 sec, 58°C for 1 
min, and 72°C for 2 min; and a final extension step at 72°C for 5 min. The amplified 
ppk1 fragments were purified from 1% agarose gel using a QIAEX II gel extraction kit 
(Qiagen, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. The purified DNA was then 
ligated and cloned using a TOPO TA cloning kit (Invitrogen, CA). A total of 96 clones 
were randomly picked followed by plasmid DNA extraction using a Zippy kit (Zymo 
Research, CA) and subsequently sequenced using ABI 3130 DNA sequencer (Applied 




checked on the sequences prior to the phylogenetic analysis using DECIPHER (Wright et 
al., 2012). The phylogenetic tree was constructed using a maximum likelihood method 
with 500 bootstrap replications using MEGA software version 6 (Tamura et al., 2013), 
and preliminary operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were defined based on a 99% 
sequence homology between retrieved sequences. 
In addition, the abundance of PAOs in biomass samples was determined by 4-6-
Diamidino-2-henylindole (DAPI). Following mechanically dispersing the biomass flocs 
by repetitively passing the sample through a 26 gauge needle, samples were fixed at room 
temperature with 4% paraformaldehyde. For intracellular polyphosphate visualization, 
fixed cells were collected by filtering through a 0.22-µm pore-size polycarbonate filter 
(Fisher Scientific, PA) and transferred on to a gelatin-coated slide before staining. 
Transferred cells were stained with 5 µg/ml DAPI solution for 30 min and analyzed 
under BX51 epifluorescence microscopy (Olympus, Japan).  
3.3.3. Quantification of ppk1 genes 
At the end of the aerobic cycle following spiking with each stress factor, genomic 
DNA was extracted with a PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (MoBio, CA). As polyP kinase 
(PPK) is the responsible enzyme for catalyzing polyP synthesis, real-time quantitative 
PCR (qPCR) was used to quantify relative abundance of ppk1 gene as a genetic marker to 
target and demonstrate Candidatus Accumulibacter lineage diversity in the bacterial 
community using clade-specific Candidatus Accumulibacter ppk1 primer sets (He et al., 
2007). For the primer sets having different annealing temperatures, the amplification and 
quantification was carried out separately. The qPCR was accomplished in a final volume 




µl of template DNA equivalent to 5 to 10 ng DNA, 10 µM sense and antisense primers 
and 2.5 µg BSA to limit the amplification inhibition (Kreader, 1996). The qPCR 
conditioning consisted of an initialization step of 10 min at 95°C followed by 15 cycles 
of 45 sec denaturation at 95°C, 1 min annealing at 61°C, and 2 min extension at 72°C; 
and then 20 cycles of annealing at 58°C and extension at 72°C for 2 min. Triplicate 
samples along with a negative control were run in each reaction. 
3.3.4. Prophage induction using mitomycin C 
Mitomycin C is a universal inducer that works by damaging the cellular DNA, 
activating the SOS repair system (including enzyme RecA), which cleaves a repressor 
and induces the lytic cycle (Weinbauer and Suttle, 1999). In order to check whether the 
bacterial community in the enriched EBPR reactors had inducible phages, 15 ml of 
mitomycin C (1 µg/ml) was added to same volume of mixed liquor sludge. After 
incubating the mixture overnight at room temperature on a gyratory shaker, phage 
extraction and enumeration was carried out as mentioned in section 3.3.6. As mentioned, 
mitomycin C was used as a positive control in a serum bottle only to evaluate the 
induction potential. The control biomass without adding mitomycin C was also included 
to compare the VLPs changes with the overnight induction. 
3.3.5. Applying different stress factors 
Different stress factors were applied to the test reactor for one complete cycle 
each (2 hr anaerobic, 3 hr aerobic, 1 hr settling and decant) and the effects of the stress 
load were studied in that cycle. The reason behind applying stress factor over one cycle 




full scale treatment plant. As wastewater from mines and leachate from municipal 
landfills have considerable levels of copper pollution, copper was used as a surrogate for 
heavy metal in the EBPR system. A study on concentrations of copper in the influents of 
239 wastewater treatment plants showed a range of 0.0001-36.5 mg/l with the median 
value of 0.4 mg/l (Minear et al., 1981). Therefore, Cu(II) in different concentrations 
ranging from 0.05 to 1 mg/l was spiked by dissolving CuCl2 in the EBPR reactor to 
evaluate the prophage induction potential. Cyanide, as a highly toxic chemical to most 
microorganisms, is produced by human industrial activities such as organic chemical 
production and the mining industry. Influent wastewater typically has up to 0.5 mg/l total 
cyanide, which is usually dissolved and in the form of metal-cyanide complexes (Zheng 
et al., 2004). Potassium cyanide (KCN) is one of the principal human-made cyanide 
forms in the environment. Therefore, the effects of a toxic substance were assessed by 
spiking the EBPR with different concentrations of KCN (50-1000 μg/l). Potassium 
cyanide ionizes in the wastewater and releases a potassium cation and cyanide anion. 
Finally, ciprofloxacin, as one of the most widespread antibiotics, has been reported in 
concentrations between 0.0007 and 0.1245 µg/ml in hospital effluent (Hartmann et al., 
1999) and was used in ranges of 0.05 to 0.4 µg/ml as the antibiotic stress factor that is 
being entered into sewage effluent and treatment processes. 
3.3.6. Dynamics of bacteriophage population 
Following the application of different stress factors, bacteriophages as virus-like 
particles (VLPs) were extracted and quantified at the end of each cycle in the test reactor. 
To enumerate VLPs, 15 ml of mixed-liquor sludge was sampled and incubated with the 




detach any bacteriophages on the cells (Williamson et al., 2003). Afterward, the sample 
was centrifuged at 6000×g for 30 min and filtered through a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone 
filter (Millipore, MA) to remove remaining bacterial debris. DNase treatment was carried 
out by adding 100 µl of the RQ1 DNase buffer (400 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM MgSO4, 10 
mM CaCl2) and 2 µl of RNase free DNase I reagent (Invitrogen, CA) to 900 µl of the 
filtered sample and incubating the mixture for 30 min at 37°C. Thereafter, in order to stop 
the DNase activity, 50 mM EDTA solution was added to the sample and the mixture was 
incubated for 10 min at 65°C. The DNase treated sample was vacuum filtered through a 
stack of 13 mm filters consisting of a 0.02 µm Anodisc membrane filter (Whatman, 
England), a 0.65 µm Durapore hydrophilic membrane filter (Millipore, Ireland), and a 
glass fiber prefilter (Millipore, Ireland). The Anodisc containing captured virus-like 
particles (VLPs) was stained with 1× SYBR Gold dye (Invitrogen, CA), incubated for 20 
min in the dark, and analyzed under BX51 epifluorescence microscopy (Olympus, Japan) 
using a FITC filter (Choi et al., 2010). The VLPs were enumerated from 20 random 
micrographs that were digitally captured at magnification of 1000× with DPI-71 camera. 
3.3.7. Infection capability of induced phages on the PAOs 
To ensure that the induced phages caused by the stress factors are capable of 
infecting PAOs, the biomass from the test reactor was subjected to the induced phages 
resulting from the stress factors. As shown in the following section, various stress factors 
can induce the PAOs’ prophage and it was quantified that different concentrations 
resulted in having different numbers of induced prophages. The concentration for each 
stress factor that resulted in the highest number of VLPs was selected to investigate the 




centrifugation of the biomass at 6000×g followed by filtration of the supernatant through 
a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone syringe filter (Millipore, MA) to remove remaining bacterial 
debris. The isolated phages were used to infect the fresh biomass from the test reactor and 
the phosphorus uptake and release was monitored in a 6-hr cycle consisting of a 2 hr 
anaerobic period, a 3 hr aerobic period, and a 1 hr settling period. 
3.3.8. Quantification of glycogen accumulating organisms (GAOs) 
A set of primers including GAOQ431 (TCCCCGCCTAAAGGGCTT) and 
GAOQ989 (TTCCCCGGATGTCAAGGC) were used to quantify the glycogen 
accumulating organisms (Crocetti et al., 2002). The qPCR was carried out in a final 
volume of 20 µl reaction with 10 µl of 2× SYBR Green Mastermix (Thermo Scientific, 
MA), 1.0 µl of template DNA, 10 µM forward and reverse primers, and 2.5 µg BSA to 
limit the amplification inhibition. The qPCR was conducted on a Gradient Mastercycler 
(Eppendorf, NY) with a program consisting of an initialization step of 3 min at 95°C and 
45 cycles of 30 sec at 95°C, 45 sec at 60°C, and 30 sec at 72°C (Winkler et al., 2011). 
3.3.9. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
The extracted bacteriophages obtained after the application of each stress factor 
were purified by isopycnic centrifugation on a LB-70M ultracentrifuge (Beckman 
Coulter, CA) at 115,000×g for 3 hr through a cesium chloride gradient. In order to 
minimize interference of cesium chloride with electron microscopy, overnight dialysis 
was carried out through dialysis tubing with a nominal MWCO of 3500 (Fisher 
Scientific, PA) at 4°C. 10 µl of the purified phage sample was loaded on a 400-mesh 




were negatively stained with 1% (w/v) uranyl acetate for 1 min and excess stain was 
removed by bibulous paper. To study each sample, three grids were used as triplicate 
while the grids were allowed to air dry prior to examination with Tecnai T12 
transmission electron microscopy (FEI, Japan). The accelerating voltage used for imaging 
was 120 kV, and all phages’ micrographs were recorded at 54000× magnification. 
3.3.10. Bacteriophage isolation from full-scale EBPR 
 
and PAOs infection 
In a full-scale wastewater treatment plant, free floating lytic phages can infect 
their host bacteria. Hence, in order to evaluate the PAOs infection ability of free floating 
phages generally present in activated sludge bioreactors, the mixed liquor from a local 
full-scale EBPR wastewater treatment plant was sampled to isolate the free lytic phages. 
After incubation of the mixed liquor with the same volume of 3% (w/v) potassium citrate 
at 4°C for 45 min on a gyratory shaker, the sample was centrifuged at 6000×g and filtered 
through a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone filter (Millipore, MA) to remove remaining bacterial 
debris. An Amicon ultrafilter (Millipore, MA) was used to concentrate and purify the 
phages by centrifugation through a regenerated cellulose membrane of 30,000 MWCO. 
20 ml of mixed liquor samples from the lab-scale EBPR reactor was used in serum 
bottles along with the isolated phages from the full-scale treatment plant. Furthermore, in 
order to evaluate the phage diffusion inside the cells, PAO flocs were also dispersed 





3.3.11. Nucleotide sequence accession numbers 
The sequences determined in this study using Candidatus Accumulibacter 
phosphatis specific primers have been deposited in the GenBank database under 
accession numbers KJ769130 to KJ769132 for OTU 1 through 3. 
3.4. Results and discussion 
3.4.1. Reactor performance 
Figure 3.1 shows the performance of the control reactor. As illustrated in this 
figure, the reactor performance consisted of two phases with a two-fold increase in 
dissolved phosphorus in the influent after 35 days. The increase in the dissolved 
phosphorus in the influent was applied to enrich PAOs in the reactor even though the 
dissolved PO4-P was higher than the PO4-P concentrations generally encountered in the 
influent to municipal wastewater treatment plants. 
The average dissolved phosphorus released at the end of the anaerobic cycle was 
44.6±2.5 (SD, n=31) mg PO4-P/l. The dissolved phosphorus in the final effluent at the 
end of the aerobic cycle was consistently lower than 0.9 mg PO4-P/l and showed more 
than 86% PO4-P removal efficiency. 
3.4.2. PAO and GAO ecology in the steady-state EBPR reactor 
To understand the ecology of the polyphosphate accumulibacter organisms 
(PAOs) in the EBPR system, PAO communities were phylogenetically studied using 
Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis specific biomarkers (He et al., 2007) to evaluate 
the phylogenetic distance from their evolutionary origin. In addition, Candidatus 




DAPI staining of the biomass taken at the end of cycle (Datta and Goel, 2010), it was 
concluded that the reactor biomass mostly composed of PAOs in which case, most the 
DAPI stained biomass showed polyphosphate granules. However, as PAOs are classified 
as Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis, they cannot be a single bacterium and in an 
enrichment state, non-PAOs co-exist with PAOs to contribute of PAOs functioning (Kim 
et al., 2010; Skennerton et al., 2014). 
3.4.3. PAO community using “Candidatus Accumulibacter” 
 
specific ppk1 gene biomarkers 
After using the Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis targeted ppk1 specific 
primers, we were able to retrieve Candidatus Accumulibacter ppk1 genes from the EBPR 
reactor. Figure 3.2 shows a phylogram of ppk1 genes from this study illustrating the 
distribution of ppk1 clones with respect to other relevant sequences obtained from other 
studies. 
The sequences from other Candidatus Accumulibacter enriched lab-scale reactors 
were also included in the phylogenetic analysis as the reference sequences (He et al., 
2007; Kim et al., 2010). The ppk1 sequences from our EBPR system showed almost 50% 
of the clones belonged in OTU 2 in which was located in the upper region of the 
phylogram in clade IIA. In addition, a cluster consisting of OTUs 1 and 3 in clade IA 
formed a cluster closely related to other uncultured PAOs previously reported in 
McMahon et al. (2002) and He et al. (2007). Although, the possibility of other ppk1 
clades cannot be ruled out because there have been reports (Kim et al., 2010; Skennerton 
et al., 2014) of a greater diversity of Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis related 




the reactor was enriched in Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis related PAOs. 
3.4.4. Quantification of Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis 
 
related PAOs using qPCR 
As the ppk1 gene is present in Candidatus Accumulibacter in one copy (Martin et 
al., 2006), its abundance can represent the cell numbers of PAOs, especially those related 
to Candidatus Accumulibacter. In this study, we employed ppk1 gene specific primers 
developed by He et al. (2007). Recent reports such as from Skennerton et al., 2014 
suggest more diverse nature of ppk1 gene specific to Candidatus Accumulibacter. Hence, 
the ppk1 gene primers used in this study may have underestimated the ppk1 gene copy 
numbers. Nevertheless, we believe that the ppk1 gene specific primers we used were able 
to cover majority of the diversity.  
The total Candidatus Accumulibacter ppk1 abundance was calculated as the sum 
of the ppk1 abundance detected from five Candidatus Accumulibacter clades (IA, IIA, 
IIB, IIC, and IID). The total Candidatus Accumulibacter related PAOs present in the 
reactor was found to have three dominant clades of IIA (67.3%), IIC (25.6%), and IA 
(6.5%). Our ppk1 gene based cloning and sequencing revealed the dominance of PAOs in 
clade IIA (OTU2) and these results well complimented with our ppk1 gene based qPCR 
findings in which case almost 67.3% PAOs belonged to clade IIA.  Surprisingly, qPCR 
results showed PAOs belonging to the IIC clade but the ppk1 targeted sequencing did not 
show any OTU in this clade. This finding can be a result of biases involved in the PCR 
amplification (Suzuki and Giovannoni, 1996) and cloning process and possible 
preferential ligation (Taylor et al., 2007; Palatinszky et al., 2011) that underrepresent 




the control reactor, since the test reactor after each stress factor was seeded from the same 
source (control reactor), the microbial community was identical to the control reactor.  
3.4.5. GAO quantification using qPCR 
One possible explanation for the decreased P release and uptake during different 
chemical stress factors tested is the dominance of glycogen accumulating organisms 
(GAOs) (Oehmen et al., 2005; Weissbrodt et al., 2013). To examine the presence of 
GAOs, the DNA extracted from the biomass during different stress factors with various 
concentrations of each stressor was tested to determine whether GAOs were present as a 
possible microbial community deteriorating the EBPR performance. The qPCR for all of 
the samples showed significantly low copy numbers of GAOs in the samples ensuring 
that GAOs were not present (results not reported). These results demonstrate that the 
presence of GAOs was not the cause of deteriorated EBPR performance during each 
stress factor tested.  
3.4.6. Prophage induction of PAOs using mitomycin C 
 
and prophage characterization 
Before any stress factor could be applied to evaluate the possibility of phage 
induction, prophages were induced and released from the chromosome in the presence of 
mitomycin C as a universal prophage inducing agent, which is a suitable surrogate for 
environmental stress factors. It was used in order to confirm the induction process and 
ensure that the PAOs prophages are capable of being induced and are not in a state of 
mutational decay (Ra'l and H'bert, 2009). After the overnight incubation of the mixed 




was confirmed with SYBR Gold staining. These results suggest that indeed the bacteria 
in the reactor, which are mostly PAOs, have inducible phages. 
To characterize the induced prophages following different stress factors, 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted on the induced phage mixture 
and TEM micrographs are shown in Figure 3.3. As shown in TEM analysis, induced 
bacteriophages in the EBPR belong to the family Podoviridae with a non-enveloped 
hexagonal head, icosahedral symmetry and a very short non-contractile tail (Ackermann, 
2011). As phages in this family tend to be lytic rather than lysogenic, the decrease in the 
ppk1 clades and subsequent decline in the reactor performance following different stress 
factors confirmed the viruses' significant role and their infection effects in the process as 
discussed later in this chapter. The presented TEM micrographs were the most redundant 
morphology found under the electron microscopy compared to the control sample. 
3.4.7. Effects of copper as a heavy metal 
The effects of copper on the biological phosphorus removal were evaluated for 
the range of 0.05-1 mg/l of Cu(II). Figure 3.4 shows the results on the effect of added 
concentrations of Cu(II) on the EBPR potential of the biomass and the number of VLPs. 
As shown in Figure 3.4(a), lower concentrations of Cu(II) up to 0.1 mg/l did not inhibit 
the specific phosphorus release and uptake rates. In fact, limited amounts of copper were 
favorable to phosphorus release and increased the specific phosphorus release rate 
(SPRR) in the anaerobic phase. As copper is a co-factor for various enzymes and required 
in trace amounts for the growth and functioning of microorganisms, this might imply that 
copper ions in low concentrations surrounding PAOs can change the charges of the cell 




In fact, Wu and Rodgers (2010) showed that inhibitory effects of copper on EBPR 
mainly occurred during the aerobic phase. However, at higher concentrations, a 
decreasing trend in phosphorus release and uptake was recorded. The solid line on the top 
of bar plots in Figure 3.4(a) shows the percentage of phosphorus removal in the test 
reactor. As stated before, the percentage of phosphorus removal was not much affected at 
lower Cu(II) concentrations but a significant decrease in phosphorus removal efficiency 
was recorded at 0.5 and 1.0 mg/l Cu(II) concentrations. 
Figure 3.4(c) shows plots of VLPs counts performed at the beginning of each 
phase of the cycle during the spiking experiment. The VLPs number increased by the end 
of the anaerobic phase (i.e. beginning of the aerobic) and the number of VLPs thereafter 
maintained during the aerobic phase especially at higher copper concentrations. The 
VLPs results are consistent with the specific phosphorus release and uptake rates 
presented in Figure 3.4(a). The other notable observation is about the VLPs number. This 
number which almost tripled as compared to the baseline number, at the 0.5 mg/l Cu(II) 
spike, whereas the number of VLPs increased only slightly at the 1.0 mg/l Cu(II) spike 
compared to the baseline. Ideally, the highest increase in VLPs number was expected at 
the 1.0 mg/l Cu(II) spike, but the VLPs number increase was not as much as it was for the 
0.5 mg/l Cu(II) spike. This discrepancy can be explained if we consider the phage 
inducing capacity of copper versus its direct toxicity to the bacterial cell through an 
oxidative DNA mechanism. In this case, we hypothesize that the lower concentrations of 
copper acted as stress agents to cause the prophage induction. However, as shown in 
previous studies (Menkissoglu and Lindow, 1991; Cabrera et al., 2006) copper at a 




affected the bacterial population through direct killing of the bacteria by oxidizing the 
cell wall and the DNA (Dupont et al., 2011) without any phage induction. In the higher 
concentration of copper, the inhibition mechanism primarily occurs through interaction 
with the intracellular protein structure and functional groups (Nies, 1999) and a rapid 
disruption of the cytoplasmic membrane (Sani et al., 2001). In the toxic environment, 
PAOs consume less energy for PHAs synthesis from VFAs and hence, less poly-P is 
degraded and less phosphate is released from the cells. This cellular toxicity eventually 
results in an upset of the entire EBPR. In summary, it can be concluded that Cu(II) acted 
as phage inducing agent to kill PAOs at lower concentrations and it acted as a biocide 
through its direct interactions with cell wall, protein, and DNA at higher concentrations. 
These results are consistent with our earlier findings in which we demonstrated the effect 
of similar stress factors on phage induction in a nitrifying bacterium (Choi et al., 2010). 
Figure 3.4(b) shows different ppk1 gene clades quantified using quantitative PCR. 
As presented earlier in this chapter, clades IIA (67.3%), IIC (25.6%), and IA (6.5%) were 
most abundant in the reactor. It can be seen from Figure 3.4(b) that the relative number of 
all ppk1 gene clades showed a decreasing trend with higher copper concentrations. 
Although the possibility of direct killing of PAOs by copper toxicity especially at higher 
concentrations cannot be ruled out, the decrease in the ppk1 copy numbers, especially at 
lower copper concentrations, suggests that the VLPs counted in the collected sample also 
came out of the PAOs chromosome, demonstrating that stress factors such as the 
presence of heavy metals can cause PAOs infection and death through intra-cellular 
phage induction. In summary, the data related to the specific P release and uptake rates, 




PAO community in the presence of lower concentrations of copper. 
3.4.8. Effects of cyanide as toxic chemical 
The effects of cyanide as a toxic chemical on the EBPR efficiency and phage 
induction were similar to those obtained by copper spiking. As shown in Figure 3.5(a), 
low concentrations of cyanide up to 100 μg/l did not show severe adverse effects on 
specific phosphorus release and uptake rates as compared to the baseline rates, although 
the overall phosphorus removal efficiency seems to show a decreasing trend (as shown 
by solid line in Figure 3.5(a)). However, a significant decrease in the specific phosphorus 
release and uptake rate was observed following the spiking of the EBPR reactor with 500 
μg/l and higher of cyanide ion. Figure 3.5(c) shows the VLPs count at the beginning of 
each phase. Subsequently a nearly 4-fold increase of induced virus particles at 500 μg/l 
cyanide was recorded at the end of the anaerobic phase (i.e. beginning of the aerobic). 
The increase in the VLPs count was associated with a remarkable decline in the dominant 
ppk1 clades of IIA and IIC shown in Figure 3.5(b). 
Although the toxicity of cyanide on PAOs can also result in decreasing efficiency 
of phosphorus removal at 500 μg/l, it is believed that the significant increase in phage 
population (VLP numbers) and PAOs infection is the most important reason for the 
change in the reactor performance. In higher concentration such as at 1000 μg/l, cyanide 
ion blocks ATP production through the electron transport chain by deactivating certain 
metabolic enzyme systems particularly cytochrome oxidase, the enzyme involved in the 
transfer of electrons to oxygen that eventually results in cell death (White et al., 2000). 
Possibly, that is the reason why EPBR efficiency and ppk1 gene copy numbers 




correspondingly. For different bacterial cells, EC50 (i.e. the concentration of toxic 
chemical that gives half-maximal response) has been reported in a range of 1-2 mg/l 
(Marugan et al., 2012). Nevertheless, these results confirm that as in the case of heavy 
metal, toxic loading can negatively impact PAOs by inducing the prophage at low 
concentrations and can cause severe toxic effects by interfering with cell components at 
higher concentrations. 
3.4.9. Effect of ciprofloxacin as an antibiotic 
The presence of antibiotics in municipal wastewater treatment plants is well 
known (Karthikeyan and Meyer, 2006). Hence, we examined the effect of ciprofloxacin 
as a model antibiotic on EBPR performance in order to evaluate whether it also causes 
EBPR upset through prophage induction. The EBPR performance in terms of specific 
phosphorus release and uptake against different spiked concentrations of ciprofloxacin is 
shown in Figure 3.6(a). With increasing concentrations of ciprofloxacin, the specific 
phosphorus release and uptake decreased. Even the smallest concentration of 
ciprofloxacin, 0.05 µg/ml, affected EBPR in which the specific phosphorus release 
decreased from 0.29 to 0.25 PO4-P/mg VSS day and the specific phosphorus uptake 
decreased from 0.20 to 0.17 PO4-P/mg VSS day. The phosphorus removal efficiency, 
shown by a solid line in Figure 3.6(a) also dropped steadily with increasing 
concentrations of ciprofloxacin. 
As shown in Figure 3.6(c), ciprofloxacin caused an induction in viruses at the 
lowest concentration and resulted in a decrease of the reactor’s overall performance. This 
induction most affected the removal performance with a dose of 0.1 µg/ml and 




(Figure 3.6(b)). Although lower dosages of ciprofloxacin showed an increase in the 
bacteriophage population, since there was not a significant decrease in the performance 
and ppk1 clades, 0.05 µg/ml of ciprofloxacin might have caused prophage induction in 
the non-PAO community resulting in the drastic increase in phage counts. In other words, 
most PAOs were resistant to ciprofloxacin at 0.05 µg/ml and majorly the non-PAOs 
mixed community was affected and showed phage induction. Also, the prophage 
induction at 0.1 µg/ml of ciprofloxacin caused the clades diversity to decrease in terms of 
copy numbers, resulting in an even distribution of clades IA, IIA, IIC, and IID. 
Bacteriophage induction due to ciprofloxacin was previously mentioned in studies 
on Staphylococcus aureus (Goerke et al., 2006) and Escherichia coli strains 
(Bielaszewska et al., 2012). However, ciprofloxacin has been shown to have a toxic 
impact on sludge bacterial growth with a half maximal effective concentration (EC50) 
between 0.31-1.22 µg/ml (Halling-Sorensen et al., 2000). Hence, in the presence of 0.4 
µg/ml of ciprofloxacin, the decrease in bacteriophage population can be attributed to 
bactericidal effects through the inhibition of DNA gyrase, which is an enzyme that 
relieves the strain while double-stranded DNA is being unwound (Drlica and Zhao, 
1997). 
3.4.10. Infection of PAOs with induced phages following 
 
various stress factors 
As mentioned earlier, 0.5 mg/l of copper, 500 µg/l of cyanide, and 0.1 µg/ml of 
ciprofloxacin showed the highest number of induced VLPs. Therefore, the PAO biomass 
was spiked with these concentrations for the induction and subsequent isolation of 




filter (Millipore, MA) to remove the bacterial cells and used for PAOs infection. The 
isolated phages were spiked in the test reactor to evaluate the effects of these phages in 
the phosphorus uptake and release. As shown in Figure 3.7, the phosphorus uptake and 
release showed a remarkable decrease when spiked with copper-induced phages. 
Similarly, the cyanide and ciprofloxacin-induced phages decreased the phosphorus 
uptake and release of PAOs showing the potential of phages in PAOs infection. Although 
the induced phages resulting from these stress factors caused the decline in the 
phosphorus uptake and release, the possible effects of the cyanide and ciprofloxacin on 
the PAOs themselves by making them more vulnerable to phage induction and the 
subsequent steps of the viral cycle should be taken into consideration. In other words, as 
the decrease in the phosphorus uptake, release, and removal rate was lower than the 
counterpart in the presence of stress factor, it is possible that the stress factors indirectly 
affect the PAOs by making the host less capable of resistance and more susceptible to the 
induced phages. 
3.4.11. Infection of PAOs with lytic bacteriophages isolated 
 
from a full-scale EBPR 
As discussed earlier in the introduction section, bacteriophages have two infection 
cycles: (1) lytic and (2) lysogenic. During the lysogenic cycle, bacteriophages integrate 
their genetic material into their host bacterial genomic DNA and the resulting element is 
known as a prophage. The prophage element can come out (i.e. induced) under certain 
environmental stress factors and kill its host (Choi et al., 2010). By the use of a heavy 
metal, a toxic chemical, and an antibiotic as stress factors, we proved that indeed these 




EBPR reactor. In this section, we report the possibility of a direct infection of PAOs by 
lytic phages. 
In general, the isolation of a lytic phage for its host bacteria requires classical agar 
overlay techniques in which a clear plaque appears on the plate in the case of an active 
infection. However, this methodology is possible only if the host bacteria exist in 
cultured/isolated form. We have demonstrated this technique using a pure culture of 
multidrug resistant bacteria (Bhattacharjee et al., 2015). However, the challenge with 
PAOs is that while these unique organisms can be enriched in lab-scale reactors, so far 
the attempts to culture these organisms have failed. To circumvent the problem, we opted 
to use an indirect route to evaluate the possibility of a lytic infection on the PAOs 
community. We isolated a mixture of free floating phages from the mixed liquor of a full-
scale EBPR plant and used this mixture to spike the ongoing test reactor with an 
assumption that the phage mixture may contain lytic phages with host PAOs from our 
ongoing EBPR reactor. These isolated free phages can be already induced due to 
environmental stress factors in the wastewater and their effects on the reactor 
performance were evaluated in this section. 
Figure 3.8 shows specific phosphorus release and uptake rates for: the un-spiked 
biomass, the phage spiked undispersed EBPR biomass, and the phage spiked dispersed 
(i.e. un-flocculated) EBPR biomass. In the last case, biomass granules or flocs were 
dispersed to minimize any transport barrier to the added phages in reaching its host PAOs 
in case there were any. Furthermore, phages were added to the biomass to have a phage-
host ratio of 1000 for an optimal infection (Kotay et al., 2011). This was calculated based 




phosphorus release and uptake decreased for the phage spiked dispersed and undispersed 
biomasses. It is also evident from Figure 3.8 that the effects were more severe in the 
dispersed biomass batch reactor, demonstrating that some of the added phages could 
reach out to the PAOs easily and infected them. The corresponding phosphorus removal 
efficiency also went down to 54% and 33% for the undispersed and dispersed biomasses 
respectively. In addition, a significant increase in the VLPs quantity (1.2E10 ± 1E9 
compared to 2.5E8 ± 1.3E7 in the dispersed control biomass excluding the phages that 
were initially added) following applying phage to the dispersed biomass confirmed the 
infection process. 
A morphology-based study was chosen in this research to identify the 
classification of the free phages including lytic and induced phages in the reactor and 
TEM micrographs showed a morphological diversity of the bacteriophages following 
spiking the EBPR with isolated phages from full-scale wastewater treatment facility 
(Figure 3.9). These results are significant and for the first time demonstrate that lytic 
phages capable of infecting PAOs do exist in full-scale plants and can cause poor EBPR 
by infecting the PAOs. 
3.5. Conclusion 
The challenge in studying the effect of chemical stress factors on PAOs is our 
inability to culture these unique organisms although they can be enriched in the lab up to 
high concentrations. Under this challenge, apparently, it was difficult to conclude that all 
VLPs came from PAOs. However, based on qPCR results and DAPI staining, we can 
comfortably conclude that the reactor was enriched in PAOs and, PAOs contributed to 




copper, 500 µg/l of KCN, and 0.1 µg/ml of ciprofloxacin resulted in the highest prophage 
induction and coincided with significant decreases in ppk1 genes and phosphorus 
removal performances. Prophages harbored in PAOs were induced when exposed to 
environmental factors including a heavy metal, a toxic chemical, and an antibiotic. 
Prophage induction in PAOs could be one of the underlying causes for deterioration in 
phosphorus removal efficiency and EBPR performance under stress. It is well known that 
wastewater treatment plants are long-term processes, and the limited short-term study of 
stress factors on PAOs and the subsequent dynamics of bacteriophages cannot reflect all 
of the influences on biological phosphorus removal. However, it can reveal a greater 
extent of knowledge about the process of PAOs infection and the deterioration of EBPR 
following different physical and chemical stress factors. A mixture of free floating 
phages was isolated from a full scale EBPR plant and the contents of the reactors were 
infected with this mixture. It was observed that the dispersed biomass was more sensitive 
to the added phages and demonstrated that, perhaps, some of the added phages were 
proved to be lytic to PAOs. These results also have tremendous practical applications. 
For example, these results emphasize the importance of granular activated sludge 
processes to diminish the effects of external microbial perturbations such as the induction 











Figure 3.1. Performance of control EBPR. The short dashed line is showing the influent 
concentration of phosphorus while the solid line is showing the effluent concentration of 









Figure 3.2. Phylogram indicating inferred relatedness of ppk1 genes from the Candidatus 
Accumulibacter lineage. The bordered OTU are the Candidatus Accumulibacter 
sequenced from the control EBPR used in this study. The bar represents 0.02 estimated 
changes per nucleotide 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Transmission electron micrographs of induced bacteriophages following 








Figure 3.4. Effect of Cu(II) ions in different concentrations on (a) specific phosphorus 
release and uptake numbers and the corresponding phosphorus removal rate as shown 
with a solid line on the top of bar plots (b) copy numbers of ppk1 clades at the end of the 
aerobic cycle for different concentrations of Cu(II) ions (c) dynamics of induced 
bacteriophage particles following spiking EBPR with different concentrations of Cu(II) 











Figure 3.5. Effect of cyanide in different concentrations on (a) specific phosphorus 
release and uptake numbers and corresponding phosphorus removal rates as shown with a 
solid line on the top of bar plots (b) copy number of ppk1 clades at the end of the aerobic 
cycle for different concentrations of cyanide (c) dynamics of induced bacteriophage 
particles following spiking the EBPR with different concentrations of cyanide at the 









Figure 3.6. Effect of ciprofloxacin in different concentrations on (a) specific phosphorus 
release and uptake numbers and corresponding phosphorus removal rates as shown with a 
solid line on the top of bar plots (b) copy number of ppk1 clades at the end of the aerobic 
cycle for different concentrations of ciprofloxacin (c) dynamics of induced bacteriophage 
particles following spiking the EBPR with different concentrations of ciprofloxacin at the 







Figure 3.7. The effects of induced phages following different stress factors on phosphorus 

























Figure 3.9. Morphological diversity of temperate and induced bacteriophages following 
spiking the EBPR with isolated phages from a full-scale wastewater treatment facility: (a, 
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A METAGENOMIC APPROACH TO STUDY PHAGE-BACTERIAL 
INTERACTION IN SEDIMENTS OF HYPERSALINE 
ENVIRONMENT OF GREAT SALT LAKE 
4.1. Abstract 
Bacteriophages as the most abundant biological entities on Earth pose significant 
predation pressure over their hosts. This pressure plays a critical role in evolution, 
diversity, and abundance of bacteria. In addition, phages modulate the genetic diversity 
of prokaryotic communities through the transfer of auxiliary metabolic genes. Various 
studies have been conducted in various ecosystems to understand phage-host interactions 
and their effects on prokaryote metabolism and community composition. However, 
hypersaline environments remain among the least studied ecosystems at the molecular 
level and the interaction between the phages and prokaryotes at those habitats is poorly 
understood. Therefore, we fill this gap of knowledge by analyzing bacteriophage-host 
interaction in the Great Salt Lake, the largest prehistoric hypersaline lake in the Western 
Hemisphere. Our in-depth metagenomic analysis allowed us to comprehensively 
characterize interactions between phage and prokaryotic communities of the Great Salt 
Lake and determine how these interactions affect the diversity and function of these 





Microbial communities, particularly prokaryotes, provide diverse ecosystem 
functions at aquatic habitats such as nutrient cycling (Kouki et al., 2009; Wang et al., 
2013; Motlagh and Goel, 2014), carbon cycling (Jasser et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010), 
mercury transformation (Chavan et al., 2007; Mitchell et al., 2009; Ramasamy et al., 
2012), sulfate reduction (Fortin et al., 2000; Bahr et al., 2005; Faulwetter et al., 2013), 
and many other biological processes. Therefore, studying aquatic microbial communities 
can provide important information about nutrient removal processes, ecosystem 
functioning and drivers of biodiversity (Gough and Stahl, 2010; Kim et al., 2011). 
Bacteriophages outnumber prokaryotic cells in many ecosystems, posing 
significant predation pressure on their hosts (Williamson et al., 2013). This pressure plays 
a critical role in evolution, diversity, and abundance of prokaryotes (Stern and Sorek, 
2011). Bacteriophages infect and lyse up to 40% of the prokaryotic population in marine 
sediments on daily basis (Middelboe, 2008), resulting in decay of cell mass and affecting 
the carbon pool in sediments, which causes more nutrients to be released in the water 
column. In addition, bacteriophages can influence the genetic diversity of prokaryotic 
communities in many different ways. Phages selectively kill their hosts, often in a 'kill 
the winner' dynamics (Thingstad et al., 2008), in which the most abundant members of a 
microbial community are the most targeted by phage infection, consequently having their 
genes removed from the genetic pool of a given habitat. 
Phages can also contribute to genetic diversification of prokaryotic communities 
through transduction, a form of phage mediated horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Through 
HGT, organisms can acquire exogenous DNA from closely or distantly related lineages 




'web of life' view of evolution (Olendzenski and Gogarten, 2009; Puigbo et al., 2010). 
Between 1.6 to 32.6% of genes in microbial genomes are estimated to have been acquired 
by horizontal gene transfer (Koonin et al., 2001), while up to 81% of the genes are 
estimated to be affected in prokaryotic genomes if the cumulative impact of horizontal 
gene transfer towards a lineage is considered (Dagan et al., 2008). Transduction has been 
studied in various natural environments including freshwater (Kenzaka et al., 2010), 
marine (Jiang and Paul, 1998), plant-associated (Kidambi et al., 1994), and wastewater 
systems (Del Casale et al., 2011). However, previous focus has been placed on 
understanding of phage and prokaryote genomes in the transduction process, while the 
role of transduction for the diversification of prokaryotic genomes and how it affects 
ecological processes driven by prokaryotes such as nutrient cycles remains poorly 
understood. This is of special relevance considering previous research that studied the 
infection susceptibility of marine microbes to phages isolated from soil, marine 
sediments, and fresh water and showed that phages move and propagate between major 
biomes, mediating the transfer of DNA between microbes from very different ecosystems 
(Sano et al., 2004). 
An important component in the study of phage-host interaction is the symbiotic 
state known as lysogeny, i.e. the stable and non-lytic co-existence of the whole viral 
genome into the prokaryotic host genome. Such quiescent phage genomes are called 
prophage, and they can be integrated into the chromosome of the host bacterium or exist 
on plasmids. Prophages often account for most of the difference between strains of the 
same microbial species (Canchaya et al., 2003; Dutilh et al., 2014). Although the 




(Yosef et al., 2015), these prophages can often be induced by a wide range of 
environmental stress factors such as nutrients (McDaniel and Paul, 2005) or heavy metals 
(Motlagh et al., 2015) leading to lysis of the bacterial cell and phage virion release. 
Moreover, a prophage can dramatically change the phenotype of the hosts via lysogenic 
conversion (Paul, 2008). Therefore, studying the presence and role of prophages in 
natural ecosystems is a critical step toward our understanding of the phage-host 
interaction. 
Studies over the previous decades greatly increased our knowledge of the genetic 
richness of viruses in aquatic environments. Culture-independent techniques such as 
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (Chen et al., 1996) and PCR-based 
methods such as denaturing-gradient-gel electrophoresis (DGGE) (Short and Suttle, 
1999), pulse-field-gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Bhattacharjee et al., 2015), and 
hybridization analyses (Wommack et al., 1999) have provided snapshots of diversity 
among prokaryotic communities. However, understanding the taxonomic viral diversity 
in the environment is challenging since, unlike bacteria, viruses do not carry universally 
conserved genetic elements such as ribosomal RNA of bacteria that could be used as 
taxonomic markers to identify all viruses (Rohwer and Edwards, 2002). Metagenomic 
sequencing approaches have enabled exploration of genetic diversity within 
environmental samples, thus evading limitations associated with conventional culture 
dependent microbiology methods. In addition, by targeting total nucleic acids, 
metagenomics allows functional and taxonomic characterization of samples without the 
need for a prior knowledge of the microbial types present in the studied environment. 




processes on the sediment microbiome in different environments such as wetland 
(Jackson and Jackson, 2008), marine (Rohwer and Thurber, 2009), and freshwater 
environments (Short and Suttle, 2005). However, hypersaline environments are among 
the least studied ecosystems, and this has resulted in a lack of knowledge at the molecular 
level about the interaction between their prokaryotic communities and bacteriophages in 
such habitats. The Great Salt Lake is the largest prehistoric hypersaline lake in the 
Western Hemisphere, having unique geology with special ecologic (e.g. nutrient cycles, 
bird habitat) and economic (e.g. source of trace elements, brine shrimp, and mineral 
industries harvesting) relevance. Therefore, in the present study, we employed 
metagenomic analysis to analyze interactions between phages and prokaryotes in the 
Great Salt Lake, to trace the role of bacteriophages in defining the diversity and 
dynamism among prokaryotic communities and their nutrient cycles. 
4.3. Material and methods 
4.3.1. Site description and sediment sampling 
Great Salt Lake (GSL) is a terminal lake that represents a hypersaline complex 
ecosystem with salinity gradient (6%-28%) contaminated with mercury, selenium, 
nutrients and other contaminants (Williams, 2002). The lake is fed by Weber, Bear, and 
Jordan rivers, while these rivers carry more than 1.1 million tons of salts annually into the 
lake, which made GSL as one of the most saline inland bodies of water in the world. The 
total dissolved mineral accumulation in the lake basin is estimated at 5 billion tons, 
mainly sodium and chloride, though sulfate, magnesium, and potassium are also abundant 
(Stephens, 1998). As shown in Figure 4.1, the sediment sample was collected 6 miles 




Lake. Physicochemical data in the water column were obtained using a sounder equipped 
with pH, specific conductivity, water temperature, depth, and dissolve oxygen sensors. 
The sampling was carried out in June 2014 with collaboration of United States 
Geological Survey (USGS). The sediment samples were collected from deep brine layer 
in 27-ft depth at the surface of the sediment with a stainless steel box corer (Wildco, FL). 
The water in the interface of brine layer and the sediment was also pumped up and stored 
in a separate polypropylene bottle. The sediment and water samples were immediately 
shipped to the laboratory on ice for analysis. The water samples were filtered through 
0.45 µm cellulose acetate membrane syringe filter (Millipore, MA) and frozen at -20°C 
until further mixing with the sediment samples for various analyses. 
4.3.2. Nutrients and heavy metal analysis 
For nutrient determination, sediment samples were centrifuged at 2000×g for 10 
min to extract interstitial and pore water. The pore water was filtered with 0.45 µm mixed 
cellulose hydrophilic filter paper (Millipore, MA) and ammonia (NH3), nitrite (NO2), 
nitrate (NO3-), total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorus (TP), and total organic carbon (TOC) 
were quantified using HACH methods according to the manufacture instruction. In order 
to ensure that the high salinity of the samples does not interfere with the measurement 
procedure and reading with the spectrophotometer, control samples with known 
concentration of ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, and phosphorus were also used along with each 
sample. Total solids (TS) and volatile solids (VS) were also measured by using 30 g of 
sediment sample, heating at 103°C for 24 hr followed by igniting at 550°C for 2 hr 
according to EPA Method 1684. In addition, to study the biogeochemistry of the 




were measured by using 15 g of sediment, centrifuging at 5000×g for 10 min and filtering 
the supernatant with 0.22 µm hydrophilic filter, and analyzed using inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7500ce, CA). 
4.3.3. Sediment bacterial nucleic acid extraction 
Five grams of sediment was resuspended in sterilized MilliQ water, vortexed for 5 
min to homogenize the sediment. The homogenized biomass was then centrifuged for 5 
min at 2000×g and 250 µl of clear supernatant devoid any cells was discarded. The pellet 
was resuspended and 500 µl of biomass was used for DNA extraction with different 
methods including phenol-chloroform DNA extraction (Kochl et al., 2005), centyl 
trimethyl ammonium bromid (CTAB) extraction (Zhou et al., 1996), PowerSoil® DNA 
isolation kit (MoBio laboratories, CA), and PowerMax™ Soil DNA isolation kit (MoBio 
laboratories, CA) following the manufacturer procedures. In order to minimize the 
extraction biases, the extracted DNA was pooled and the quantity and quality were 
verified on NanoDrop ND 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) at 260 and 
280 nm. The DNA purity and quantity were also verified on 1.2% agarose gel prior to 
high-throughput sequencing. 
4.3.4. Bacteriophage isolation and nucleic acid extraction 
Free phages were extracted with resuspending 250 g of sediment in 3× volume of 
filter sterilized 1% (w/v) potassium citrate buffer (10 g/l potassium citrate, 1.44 g/l of 
disodium phosphate, 0.24 g/l of monopotassium phosphate, pH 7). The sediment with 
potassium citrate buffer was placed on a shaker on ice overnight to bring all the free 




centrifuge (Beckman Coulter, CA) for 30 min to precipitate the bacterial debris followed 
by centrifugation of the supernatant at 9000 rpm for 12 hr to concentrate the phages. 
Following overnight centrifugation, the pellet was resuspended in SMG buffer (5.8 g/l 
sodium chloride, 2 g/l magnesium sulfate, 5 ml/l of 5% (w/v) gelatin, 50 ml/l of 1M Tris–
Cl, pH 7.5) and filtered with 0.22 µm pore size filter paper (Millipore Co., MA) to 
remove any residual bacterial cell and sediment debris. 
 The phage particles were purified using cesium chloride (CsCl) gradients at 1.35-
1.6 g/ml density by isopycnic centrifugation at 35,000 rpm for 3 hr (Angly et al., 2006). 
The purification process was carried out twice to ensure the removal of any residual 
bacterial cell debris and guarantee the purity of viral particles. Before the lysis process in 
the DNA extraction, the sample was subjected to DNase treatment with DNase I, RNase-
free (Thermo Scientific, CA) at 37°C for 30 min. This step removed any residual 
bacterial DNA and digested free DNAs in the sample followed by phage DNA extraction 
that was based on the spin column purification using a phage DNA isolation kit (Norgen 
Biotek Corp., Canada). In addition, to confirm the absence of microbial DNA 
contamination in the phage DNA extracts, PCR amplification of the hypervariable V4-V9 
region was tested using 515F/1492R universal 16S rRNA gene primer set (Diemer and 
Stedman, 2012). Aliquots of the amplification products were electrophoresed in a 1.2% 
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (10 µg/ml), visualized under UV illumination, 
and was found to be virtually free of microbial DNA. 
4.3.5. DNA library preparation for sequencing 
Library construction was performed using the Epicentre EpiGnome Methyl-Seq 




hybridized with oligonucleotides consisting of random hexamers linked to Illumina P5 
adapter sequences. Strand replication was accomplished using EpiGnome polymerase. 
Double-stranded DNA was heat denatured to enable ligation of the EpiGnome Terminal 
Tagging Oligo which adds Illumina P7 adapter sequence to the 3' end of the replicated 
strand. Adapter-ligated DNA molecules were enriched by 10 cycles of PCR and the 
amplified library was subsequently purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads 
(Beckman Coulter Genomics, CA). The concentration of the library was measured using 
the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay (Invitrogen, CA) and an aliquot of the library was resolved 
on an Agilent 2200 Tape Station using a D1000 assay to define the size distribution of the 
sequencing library. Libraries were adjusted to a concentration of approximately 10 nM 
and quantitative PCR was performed using the Kapa Library Quant Kit (Kapa 
Biosystems, MA) to calculate the molarity of adapter-ligated DNA molecules. The 
concentration was further adjusted following qPCR to prepare the library for Illumina 
sequence analysis and the samples were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq Bench top 
DNA sequencer (Illumina, CA) with 300-cycles paired-end at Core Facility, HCI, 
University of Utah. 
In many environmental samples, amplification methods such as random amplified 
shotgun library (RASL), linker-amplified shotgun library (LASL), and multiple 
displacement amplification (MDA) have been used to amplify single-stranded templates, 
increase the nucleic acid yield, and obtain a sufficient quantity of DNA for sequencing 
using a random amplification protocol (Cantalupo et al., 2011; Bibby and Peccia, 2013). 
However, the random amplification in these protocols leads to quantitative biases 




are difficult to establish. In addition, it has been shown that amplification processes such 
as MDA amplifies circular DNA more efficiently than linear DNA, which can result in 
selectively amplification of the genomes of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) viruses (Kim 
et al., 2008) and production of artifacts such as chimeras (Lasken and Stockwell, 2007). 
One of the remarkable aspects in this study was avoiding application of any amplification 
process to minimize any biases for the phage metagenomics and analyzing of the 
phageome data. 
4.3.6. Metagenomic analysis 
 Paired-end raw reads were interleaved, quality filtered, and trimmed using CLC 
Genomics Workbench v.7.0.4 (CLC Bio, Denmark) with threshold of 100 bp as 
minimum length of read and Phred score of 28. The trimmed reads were de novo 
assembled using CLC Genomics Workbench v.7.0.4 with the following criteria: word 
size of 20 bp, automatic bubble size of 50 bp, and minimum contig length of 500 bp. 
Identification of open reading frames (ORFs) and gene prediction were performed using 
MetaGeneMark v.2.8 (Zhu et al., 2010) followed by gene annotation using RPSBLAST 
program (Altschul et al., 1990) on clusters of orthologous group (COG) prokaryotic 
protein database (Tatusov et al., 2000). Statistical over-representation of annotated COG 
genes and KEGG pathways was determined by pairwise comparisons of each 
metagenomic sample using Fisher’s exact test, with confidence intervals at 99% 
significance. In addition, the phage and prokaryote predicted genes were compared to 
SEED subsystems using a maximum e-value of 1E-5, a minimum identity of 60%, and a 
minimum alignment length of 100 measured in amino acids for protein databases. 




command and graphed along with the scaffold length and contig coverage using ggplot 
package in R v.3.0.1. In addition, the occurrence of each single tetranucleotide in the 
phage and prokaryote contigs was calculated using JSpecies v.1.2.1 (Richter and 
Rossello-Mora, 2009). 
4.3.7. Analysis of prokaryote metagenome 
 The taxonomic composition of the prokaryotic metagenome was determined by 
comparison of the assembled contigs against NCBI non-redundant (nr) nucleotide 
database using tBLASTx v. 2.2.28 program (Altschul et al., 1990) with 1E-5 e-value cut-
off. Analysis of contigs rather than individual raw reads reduced the number of sequences 
to be analyzed by eliminating redundant sequences (i.e. identical sequences assemble into 
the same contig). In addition, contigs increases the chances of finding significant matches 
in the database by increasing sequence length (Wommack et al., 2008). However, as the 
BLAST analysis was based on the contigs instead of reads, the contig-based annotation 
was corrected for assembly depth. Therefore, for the reads that were mapped to contigs, 
every blast hit was multiplied by the average depth of the reads on that contig. 
Eventually, significant hits to GenBank entries were recorded in a BLAST output file and 
imported on MEGAN v.5 (Huson et al., 2007) for interpretation by lowest common 
ancestor (LCA) method. For the MEGAN analysis, default parameters were selected as 
follows: minimum support of 5, minimum score of 50, top percent of 10, win-score of 0, 
and minimum complexity of 0.44, were used for each metagenome. 
The affinities of the sequences for known metabolic functions were also annotated 
using BLASTx with cut-off e-value of 1E-5 against SEED subsystems v.2.0 (Overbeck et 




pathways (Kanehisa et al., 2007). In addition, for understanding the role of prokaryotic 
communities in nutrient cycles, the identified prokaryotes were compared manually with 
curated database on functional genes (FunGene) involved in various biogeochemical 
cycles (Fish et al., 2013). 
4.3.8. Analysis of phage metagenome 
 In contrast to the standard metagenomics approach in which total DNA is 
sequenced (Cox-Foster et al., 2007; Roossinck et al., 2010), the initial viral particle 
purification step prior to sequencing ensures that most of the sequencing reads result in 
the detection of viral nucleic acid. In addition, DNase treatment on the purified extracted 
phages before phage DNA extraction from virions excludes any bacterial DNA in the 
sequencing. However, following high-throughput sequencing of phage sample and prior 
to further metagenomics analysis, the assembled contigs were compared to RefSeq non-
redundant bacterial protein using BLASTx with 1E-5 e-value cut-off to exclude any 
possible bacterial contamination from the phage contigs. Since the analysis of phage 
metagenome was also performed on contigs instead of reads, contig-based annotation was 
corrected for assembly depth as mentioned earlier. For phage taxonomic analysis, the 
filtered phage contigs were compared against NCBI RefSeq viral genome database by 
using tBLASTx v. 2.2.28 program with e-value of 1E-5 cut-off. The generated BLAST 
output file was imported on MEGAN v.5 for interpretation by lowest common ancestor 
(LCA) method using the default parameters as mentioned above. 
In addition, the abundance of phages from the Great Salt Lake was explored with 
respect to metagenomes of marine, freshwater, and lake sediment samples. Raw reads of 




length longer than 20 kb using Bowtie v.2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Contig 
abundances were obtained by counting the number of reads mapped to each contig and 
correcting by contig length. The obtained abundance matrix was plotted as a heatmap in 
which samples and contigs were clustered according to their Euclidean distance using R 
v.3.0.1.  
4.3.9. Prophage identification and analysis 
For achieving more in-detail understanding about the phage-host interaction, 
mobile genetic elements including prophages, plasmids, and transposons were 
investigated in the prokaryote contigs. Identification of prophage regions within the 
metagenomic samples was performed to quantitatively predict the prophage abundance 
and lysis pattern. For finding the possible prophages, following gene prediction in the 
prokaryote contigs, proteins belong to integrated prophages were detected using 
prophinder tool (Lima-Mendez et al., 2008) to identify mobile genetic elements including 
prophage and plasmids. In order to relate the prophages to their host, prokaryote contigs 
were compared against ACLAME database (Leplae et al., 2006) using BLASTn search 
with e-value 1E-5 cut-off, and the prophage hit regions were extracted (excluding viruses 
and plasmids) from the BLAST output results using a python script followed by 
comparison with prophages found using Prophinder associated with all of the prokaryotic 
hosts. Finally, the prophages found in the prokaryote contigs with their corresponding 
hosts were extracted for generating the taxonomic cladogram. In addition, functional 
annotation for nutrient cycling of the prokaryotic hosts was performed based on KEGG 




4.3.10. Genetic homology between phage and their host 
Phage genome can acquire some prokaryotic genes during an infection event of 
the host and therefore, homology of phage and prokaryotic genes can indicate phage-host 
associations. Sequence similarity searches were used to identify genetic homology and 
predict phage-host relationships. Hence, the assembled bacteria contigs were compared 
against phage contigs as the database by using tBLASTx v. 2.2.28 program with 1E-5 e-
value cut-off. 
4.3.11. Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat  
 
(CRISPR) 
Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) is an antiviral 
mechanism in archaea and bacteria wherein genomic sequences from the predatory 
viruses are integrated in the host genome providing immunity to these viruses (Horvath 
and Barrangou, 2010). Therefore, CRISPR spacer sequences can provide a direct link 
between viruses and their prokaryotic hosts (Kunin et al., 2008; Heidelberg et al., 2009; 
Anderson et al., 2011) and CRISPR spacers may be viewed as a database of fragments 
derived from phage and plasmid genomes. In our study, all CRISPR arrays in the 
prokaryote contigs with homology to phage contigs were identified using CRISPR 
Recognition Tool (CRT) v.1.1 (Bland et al., 2007). Putative protospacer targets were also 
identified using CRISPRTarget (Biswas et al., 2013), following a BLASTn search of the 
spacer input against ACLAME, GenBank Environmental, GenBank Phage, RefSeq 




4.4. Results and discussion 
4.4.1. Characteristics of the environmental sample 
Following collection of surface sediment sample with a box corer from 27-ft deep 
brine layer in Great Salt Lake, Utah, the environmental quality parameters, nutrients, and 
heavy metals of the sediment sample were measured as summarized in Table 4.1. 
Measurement of nutrients and heavy metals concentration in the sediment can be an 
indicator of microbial activities involved in different nutrient cycles. Salinity was 
measured as the total salt concentration, comprised mostly of Na+ and Cl- ions. As shown 
in the table, the measured salinity in Great Salt Lake was 15% (150 g/l), which is 
approximately 5 times of the average ocean salinity and 300 times of fresh water salinity 
(Kerr et al., 2003). Significantly low dissolved oxygen in the deep brine layer and high 
total phosphorus (TP) and total nitrogen (TN) make the water of the Great Salt Lake an 
extreme environment, which likely selects for a microbiota adapted to high salt 
concentrations. 
Carbon concentration in the Great Salt Lake was measured in terms of total 
organic carbon (TOC) and it showed considerable available carbon amount of 20.8 mg.g-1 
of sediment (2%) compared to average TOC content of 0.5% in the deep ocean (Seiter et 
al., 2004). For the carbon cycle in the sediment, the organic carbon is mainly derived 
from freshly deposited litter of plants and also decomposed forms such as humus 
(Kristensen and Holmer, 2001). In addition, bacterial growth and metabolic activities of 
methanotrophs, methanogens, and photosynthetic phytoplanktons through fixation of CO2 
can contribute to the high concentration of TOC in the sediment sample. As discussed in 
the following section for prokaryotic community structure, the presence of halophilic and 




studied with our metagenomic analysis confirmed the presence of bacterial carbon source 
in the sediment. Furthermore, high concentration of nutrients can increase phytoplankton 
growth and consequently the sedimentation of debris. As a consequence of increased 
productivity that results in oxygen depletion, the sediment in the anoxic environment of 
lake will contain a larger amount of organic matter (Lazar et al., 2012). 
The considerable amount of ammonia (NH3) was measured in the sediment 
sample compared to EPA aquatic life water quality criteria for ammonia (USEPA, 2013), 
which results in a very low C:N ratio that can be consequences in excretion of excess 
nitrogen to the sediment. In addition, following the appearance of invertebrates in early 
Summer in GSL (Wurtsbaugh, 1992), the algae population declines and ammonia notably 
increases as a result of excretion of uric acid (Meglitsch, 1967) or other nitrogenous 
wastes produced by brine fly larvae. Another contributing factor to the high concentration 
of ammonia can be related to appearance of brine shrimp, which increases the ammonia 
level due to excretion of their waste product. In addition, ammonium (NH4+) can be 
derived from decomposition of organic matter in the water column, or from diffusion of 
ammonium from the anaerobic sediment layer into the water column. The most likely fate 
of ammonium in the aerobic water column is nitrification where dominant autotrophic 
bacteria oxidize ammonium (NH4+) to nitrate (NO3-).  
The levels of trace metals observed at the deep brine layer suggest that this 
fraction of the sediment may be a hotspot for nutrient cycles. Many enzymatic pathways 
of the nitrogen and carbon cycle involve metal cofactors which contain iron or 
molybdenum. In particular, iron is a necessary requirement and an integral component of 




(Geider and La Roche, 1994). Furthermore, molybdenum is a required component of 
enzymes involved in nitrogen cycling pathways such as nitrate assimilation and nitrogen 
fixation (Glass et al., 2015). For instance, nitrogenase, a critical multicomponent enzyme 
in nitrogen fixation typically consists of an iron and a molybdenum iron containing 
subunits (Howard and Rees, 1996). As it is discussed in the gene analysis, these critical 
enzymes involved in various nutrient cycles were found in both prokaryote and phage 
contigs, suggesting the phage mediated gene transfer process. 
4.4.2. Prokaryote and phage contigs assembly 
Following bacteria and phage DNA extraction from the sediment sample, DNA 
library preparation was performed and the DNA samples were sequenced on an Illumina 
MiSeq Bench top DNA sequencer (Illumina, CA) with 300-cycles paired-end. High-
throughput sequencing generated 15.1 million reads for each of the bacteria and phage 
DNA samples. Following quality and length control, 1.26 million (8.34%) and 1.27 
million (8.39%) reads from bacteria and phage samples were removed, respectively. The 
filtered and interleaved paired-end reads were de novo assembled using CLC Genomics 
Workbench resulting in 40,223 contigs with average length of 1,575 bp, N50 value (i.e. 
half of the entire assembly was contained in contigs equal to or larger than) 1,573 bp, and 
average coverage (i.e. number of nucleotides contributing to a portion of the assembly) of 
20× for bacteria reads, and 45,689 contigs with average length of 1,595 bp, N50 value of 
1,615 bp, and average coverage of 13× for phage reads. Average coverage of the contigs 
was calculated by multiplying the read quantity by the average read length and dividing 




4.4.3. Prokaryote and phage contigs analysis 
Genetic elements such as phages reproduce inside prokaryote cells and use the 
cell's replication machinery and therefore, most of the phages are expected to have GC 
content similar to that of their host. However, due to horizontal gene transfer, phages tend 
to have an average 4% higher AT content compared to their host and therefore, GC 
content in the phages is generally lower than their hosts (Rocha and Danchin, 2002). 
Likewise, in our study, GC-content distribution analysis showed prokaryote and phage 
contigs were in close proximity. As shown in Figure 4.2(a), the bacteria contigs’ GC 
content had a normal distribution of 47±8% with an average of 46.4%, while phage 
contigs’ GC content were normally distributed at 43±10% with average of 42.5%. 
Temperate phages and prophages replicate vertically with the prokaryote 
chromosome and therefore are subject to 'amelioration' towards the oligonucleotide usage 
profile of the host that they are infecting (Pride et al., 2006). Although virulent phages are 
not integrated as prophages and continuously are reproduced and transmitted by bacterial 
replication, they also present a similar trend (Rocha and Danchin, 2002). Therefore, 
comparison of oligonucleotide usage profiles of bacteria and phage contigs can be used to 
predict the phage-host associations (Edwards et al., 2016). As shown in Figure 4.2(b), 
tetranucleotide distribution plotting the bacteria and phage contigs showed a consistent 
pattern with regression value of 0.98 from plotting both signature occurrences, which can 
provide a signal for prediction of phage-host interactions. 
To understand the phage-host interaction, several criteria including contigs’ GC 
content, length, and their coverage were employed to sort the major assembly pieces. 
Therefore, these criteria associated with phage contigs were plotted against the bacteria 




shown in Figure 4.3, several overlapped phage and bacteria contigs with similar GC 
percentage and coverage were determined suggesting that phages were well-adapted to 
the codon usage of their prokaryotic hosts.  
4.4.4. Prokaryotic community structure and diversity 
Microbial communities and specifically prokaryotes in natural ecosystems are 
involved in nutrient mobilization and regeneration, primary production, energy fluxes, 
and so investigating its microbial diversity is essential to understand the ecology of Great 
Salt Lake. Furthermore, the prokaryotic populations in the sediment play key roles in 
biogeochemical cycles and their infection by phages can affect various nutrient cycles in 
which these organisms are involved. 
For better understanding of the prokaryote diversity, following tBLASTx analysis 
against NCBI non-redundant (nr) nucleotide database with 1E-5 e-value cut-off, 72.3% of 
the contigs matched the bacterial domain, while archaea (1%), eukaryotes (6.4%), viruses 
(13.8%), and unassigned (6.4%) comprised the rest of the contigs. The prokaryotic 
taxonomic rRNA analysis revealed that proteobacteria (46.2%), firmicutes (20.3%), 
bacteroidetes (9%), actinobacteria (5.3%), chloroflexi (5.2%), cyanobacteria (2.7%), and 
planctomycetes (1.7%) were the most dominant bacterial phyla present in the sediment 
sample. As it is illustrated in Figure 4.4, more than 450 different genera were classified in 
the sediment sample. The taxonomic diversity of prokaryotic communities revealed that 
most abundant genera of the annotated contigs are belong to taxa involved in various 
biogeochemical cycles. Desulfococcus, the most abundant genus of the GSL microbial 
metagenome, plays an important role in cycles of sulfur compounds in sea water (Das et 




obligatory anaerobic halophile while several strains of Halanaerobium such as H. 
praevalens were previously isolated from GSL and showed complex organic matter 
fermentation and production of intermediary metabolites for other trophic groups such as 
sulfate-reducing and methanogenic bacteria (Ivanova et al., 2011). Desulfovibrio and 
Desulfatibacillum, sulfate-reducing anaerobic bacteria genera, were also found to be 
abundant in the sediment, confirming the anoxic condition of the brine layer sediment. 
Streptomyces was also an abundant genus in the sediment sample, which is an important 
organism in carbon recycling that has a crucial role in the environment with broad range 
of metabolic processes such as degradation of the insoluble remains of other organisms 
including lignocellulose and chitin (Bentley et al., 2002). Proteobacteria of the genus 
Rhodobacter were also found to be abundant in the metagenome, which are extremely 
metabolically versatile capable of aerobic and anaerobic respiration and anoxygenic 
photosynthesis when grown anaerobically in the light (Han et al., 2004). The taxonomic 
structure, population, and diversity of prokaryotes found in the bacterial contigs are also 
shown in Table 4.2. 
4.4.5. Bacteriophage community structure and diversity 
As mentioned earlier, the bacteriophages play important roles influencing the 
prokaryote population and the phenotypic and genotypic diversity of the phage 
populations are related to the interaction between phages and their host organisms 
(Cottrell and Suttle, 1995). Understanding of this diversity will provide a tool to 
characterize the influence of bacteriophages on the population and diversity of 
prokaryotic communities and contributes to identify phage-host interaction in natural 




majority of unknown sequences that have no homologues in the database (Mokili et al., 
2012), assembled reads present in contigs were used for taxonomic characterization to 
facilitate their annotation. Following BLASTx against RefSeq non-redundant bacterial 
protein, 3.99% (1,824 contigs) of the phage contigs were excluded from further analysis 
due to bacterial contamination. Classification of viral metagenome contigs using lowest 
ancestor analysis (LCA) with the RefSeq viral database, whereas species-specific 
sequences were assigned to taxa near the leaves of the taxonomic tree and widely 
conserved sequences were assigned to high-order taxa closer to the root, revealed 
Siphoviridae (32%), Myoviridae (24%), and Podoviridae (13%) as the most dominant 
viral families in the sediment sample. In addition to these dominant phage families, other 
phages such as unclassified dsDNA phages (6%), unclassified archaeal dsDNA virus 
(6%), and unclassified Caudovirales (3%) were among matched hits in the phage contigs.  
In addition, regardless of the growing appreciation on the ecological role played 
by bacteriophages and an increase in phageome information in public databases, only 
very little is known about their dynamics in natural ecosystems. Hence, it is imperative 
for the phage researchers to be able to classify these organisms to determine their 
dynamics. For our study, we developed a high-resolution insight into the viral 
biogeography by comparing the abundance of the novel unclassified Caudovirales 
isolated from Great Salt Lake sediments with other phage metagenomes obtained from 
freshwater lakes, lake sediments, and hypersaline marine environments. As shown in 
Figure 4.5, a heatmap was generated by comparison of putative “complete” phages from 
Great Salt Lake and the publicly available phage metagenomes of freshwater, lake 




percentage of homology between GSL contigs and other publicly available phage 
metagenomes. As the Great Salt Lake is a hypersaline lake fed with fresh water, it was 
interesting to observe from the high-resolution abundance heatmap that these novel 
unclassified Caudovirales Great Salt Lake phages tend to be more abundant in marine 
environments than in hypersaline lakes, despite GSL being a land-locked hypersaline 
lake. 
4.4.6. Predicted gene abundance and analysis 
Gene prediction and ORF identification in bacteria and phage contigs were 
performed to identify possible events of horizontal gene transfer between the prokaryotic 
host and their phages. Great Salt Lake metagenome contigs were classified into one of 22 
Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) functional categories according to best hit 
classification through RPS-BLAST against COG reference database. Out of the 122,016 
bacterial and 102,594 viral predicted genes, 26,319 and 24,495 could be annotated. 
Figure 4.6 shows the frequency of bacterial and viral genes in various COG classes. 
Abbreviations in COG classification are as follows; D, cell cycle control, cell 
division, chromosome partitioning; M, cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis; N, cell 
motility; O, post-translational modification, protein turnover, and chaperones; T, signal 
transduction mechanisms; U, intracellular trafficking, secretion, and vesicular transport; 
V, defense mechanisms; A, RNA processing and modification; B, chromatin structure 
and dynamics; J, translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; K, transcription; L, 
replication, recombination and repair; C, energy production and conversion; E, amino 
acid transport and metabolism; F, nucleotide transport and metabolism; G, carbohydrate 




metabolism; P, inorganic ion transport and metabolism; Q, secondary metabolites 
biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism; R, general function prediction only; and S, 
function unknown. 
As chromatin forms chromosomes within the nucleus of eukaryotic cells, category 
B only belongs to eukaryotes and was not detected in our samples. Category A is 
attributed to RNA processing and it was measured in very negligible match hits (10 and 
15 match hits for bacterial and viral genes, respectively). Based on Fisher’s exact test, 
there were significant differences in the functional gene profiles between COG gene 
categories (p<0.05). The over-representation of genes classified into the ‘replication, 
recombination and repair’ with 4,341 and 5,022 match hits for bacterial and viral genes, 
respectively. The most frequent gene among all bacterial predicted genes 
(occurrence=416), and the second most frequent gene in the viral predicted genes 
(occurrence=354) was related to replicative DNA helicase (COG0305), an enzyme that 
participates in initiation and elongation during chromosome replication with unwinding 
DNA and exhibiting DNA-dependent ATPase activity. In addition, bacterial (314 match 
hits) and viral (340 match hits) metagenomes showed high representation of DNA 
modification methylase (COG0863) gene, which is a part of the restriction-modification 
systems and responsible for producing a species-characteristic methylation pattern that 
can be used to protect the bacteria from foreign DNA, such as the one borne by 
bacteriophages. 
The COG analysis was a great approach to summarize the functional gene data 
and show the differences in functional trends of bacteria and phage samples. However, 




(Overbeek et al., 2014) through MG-RAST pipeline to identify all of the responsible 
proteins and their functions in host metabolism. The enzymes were compared against 
SEED Subsystems using a maximum e-value of 1E-5, a minimum identity of 60%, and a 
minimum alignment length of 100 measured in amino acids for protein databases. The 
minimum alignment length of 100 amino acids (equal to 300 bps) was chosen as the 
criteria to specify the possible functional genes (not only a portion of genes) that are 
transferred from prokaryotes to the phages. The common enzymes in bacteria contigs 
which were also found in phage contigs were extracted and shown in the Table 4.3. The 
presence of these enzymes in the bacteria and phage contigs was suggesting the phage-
mediated gene transfer influencing environmental processes. 
4.4.7. Prophage identification 
Studying and identification of the prophage in the bacteria contigs were one of the 
important analyses in understanding the phage-host interaction in the natural ecosystem. 
In the lysogenic infection cycle, the prophage in the prokaryote chromosome can stay 
dormant but under certain environmental stress conditions, prophages can be induced to 
enter into lytic cycle and produce progeny virions (Motlagh et al., 2016). Furthermore, 
prophages integrated into the prokaryote chromosome can carry genes such as 
photosynthetic genes and phosphorus uptake genes that provide special metabolic 
features to its host. A total of 69 prophages (33 intact and 36 questionable prophages) 
were found on the bacteria contigs, while their hosts were assigned based on literatures. 
From the total prophages that were identified, 37 prophages were associated with their 
host in the bacteria contigs and were assigned to their prokaryotic host. For the other 32 




therefore excluded from further analysis. The functional annotation for nutrient cycling of 
the prokaryotic hosts was based on KEGG database. As illustrated in Figure 4.7, the 
taxonomy of prophage in the bacteria contigs is plotted on the circular cladogram relating 
the prophages and their prokaryotic hosts involved in different nutrient cycles. The 
prophage-host interaction network is also tabulated in Table 4.4 showing the prophage, 
host genera, and the nutrient cycle in which the host is involved. 
4.4.8. CRISPRs identification 
One of the major limitations of metagenomic analyses is that when bacteria and 
viruses are sequenced together, it is often difficult to distinguish between the two types of 
sequences. Even when phages are isolated and sequenced directly, it is nearly impossible 
to identify the specific hosts from the viral sequence. Without such information, the 
analysis of the relationship between phage and host is not possible. In order to approach 
this problem, in this study we analyzed similarities between bacterial CRISPR spacers 
and the infecting mobile elements to study these interactions in the natural ecosystem. 
Initially, in order to associate the CRISPRs in the bacteria contigs with the 
phages, the bacteria contigs as query were compared with phage contigs as database 
using BLASTn with E-value 1E-5 cut-off. A total of 6,025 bacteria contigs with more 
than 70% homology with phage contigs were extracted. Using CRISPR Recognition Tool 
(CRT), 96 CRISPR arrays were recognized from these extracted bacteria contigs with an 
average repeat length of 25 bp and spacer length of 40 bp. These identified CRISPR 
arrays were explored to determine targets of CRISPR RNAs using CRISPRTarget. 
Interestingly, identified protospacers showed similarity with eight of the marine phage 




homology with the phage contigs in the GSL sample. This correlation shows that 
previous infections of prokaryotic hosts with these phages must have occurred. 
4.5. Conclusion 
As one of the most unique hypersaline environments on the planet, Great Salt 
Lake showed a very high diversity in bacteria and bacteriophage species, which was 
related to various nutrient cycles. Metagenomic analyses of bacteria and phage sequences 
revealed the relation between the phage and bacteria as their host through their GC 
contents with respect to the contig coverage, scaffold length, and tetranucleotide 
frequency. Furthermore, the presence of prophages and their interaction with the 
prokaryotic host involved in various nutrient cycles showed the susceptibility of Great 
Salt Lake environment with possible prophage induction due to different environmental 
stress factors. In addition, gene prediction in the bacteria and phage contigs showed the 
shared functional genes in the samples, which could have originated from gene transfer 
process between the bacterial host and phage. Lastly, identification of CRISPRs in the 
bacterial contigs confirms prevalence of previous infections among the prokaryotic 












Figure 4.1. The sampling site 6 miles west of Antelope Island in the Great Salt Lake is 
marked in the satellite map. All of the wetlands as the part of Great Salt Lake are 












Table 4.1. Environmental quality parameters, nutrients and 
trace metals present in Great Salt Lake 





Dissolved oxygen (mg/l)  
7.4 
0.03 
Total organic carbon (TOC) (mg/g) 







Total phosphorus (TP) (mg/l) 



















Cu (mg/kg) 0.003 









Figure 4.2. Phage-bacterial host interaction (a) GC content distribution of bacteria and 
phage contigs (b) Standardized (z-score) tetramer word frequencies of phage and bacteria 




Figure 4.3. Overlapped bacteria (open circles) and phage (solid circle) showing contigs 
with similar GC content and coverage suggesting phages were well-adapted to the codon 
usage of their prokaryotic hosts. The regression line with shaded confidence region is 













Figure 4.4. Taxonomic cladogram of prokaryotic communities found in metagenomics 
analysis of Great Salt Lake sediment. The branches are colored according to the phylum 
to which they belong. Bars display the number of corrected contigs based on the coverage 






Table 4.2. Prokaryote taxonomic population and diversity found in phylum level in the 
prokaryote contigs 











Actinobacteria <phylum>   337 
Aquificae <phylum>   8 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group   61 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group Bacteroidetes 50 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group Chlorobi 8 
Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group Ignavibacteriae 3 
Caldiserica   1 
Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group   6 
Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group Chlamydiae 3 
Chlamydiae/Verrucomicrobia group Verrucomicrobia 3 
Chloroflexi   40 
Chrysiogenetes <phylum>   4 
Cyanobacteria   67 
Deferribacteres <phylum>   5 
Deinococcus-Thermus   18 
Dictyoglomi   4 
Elusimicrobia   1 
Fibrobacteres/Acidobacteria group   10 
Fibrobacteres/Acidobacteria group Acidobacteria 10 
Firmicutes   314 
Fusobacteria   7 
Gemmatimonadetes   1 
Nitrospirae   5 
Planctomycetes   15 
Proteobacteria   956 
Spirochaetes   26 
Synergistetes   7 
Tenericutes   4 
Thermodesulfobacteria <phylum>   3 
Thermotogae <phylum>   18 
unclassified Bacteria   4 
unclassified Bacteria candidate division NC10 2 
unclassified Bacteria Candidatus 
Saccharibacteria 
1 




Crenarchaeota   3 
Euryarchaeota   45 
Korarchaeota   1 
unclassified Archaea   2 
unclassified Archaea unclassified Archaea 
(miscellaneous) 
2 









Figure 4.5. Heatmap generated by comparison of putative complete phages from Great 
Salt Lake and the metagenomes of marine and freshwater lakes publicly available. Cell 
color represents the relative percentage of identity (log10) of reads in viromes mapped to 
















Figure 4.6. Comparison of bacterial and viral functional gene profile classification based 





Table 4.3. The common functional enzymes in the bacteria and phage contigs 













































































































































Table 4.3. Continued 
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Figure 4.7. Network of prophage and their prokaryotic hosts. The dendrogram is showing 
the taxonomy of the phage taxa that were found as integrated prophages in the bacteria 
contigs with respect to their hosts. The network is showing the interaction of the 
prophages and their prokaryotic hosts and the color of the line indicates the nutrient cycle 
that these prokaryotic hosts are involved in and susceptibility of these cycles due to 





Table 4.4. Prophage-host interaction network 
Prophage Host genera Nutrient cycle 
involved 
Aeromonas_phage_phiAS5 Aeromonas Nitrate Assimilation 
Bacillus_phage_G Bacillus Nitrate Assimilation 
Cellulophaga_phage_phiSM Cellulomonas Carbon Cycle 
Cellulophaga_phage_phi10_1 Cellulophaga Carbon Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_martha_12B12 Vibrio Sulfur Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_martha_12B12 Vibrio Nitrate Assimilation 
Vibrio_phage_pYD21_A Vibrio Sulfur Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_pYD21_A Vibrio Nitrate Assimilation 
Vibrio_phage_VBM1 Vibrio Sulfur Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_VBM1 Vibrio Nitrate Assimilation 
Vibrio_phage_ICP2 Vibrio Sulfur Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_ICP2 Vibrio Nitrate Assimilation 
Vibrio_phage_VvAW1 Vibrio Sulfur Cycle 
Vibrio_phage_VvAW1 Vibrio Nitrate Assimilation 
Burkholderia_phage_BcepC6B Burkholderia Nitrate Assimilation 
Burkholderia_phage_KS9 Burkholderia Nitrate Assimilation 
Burkholderia_phage_AH2 Burkholderia Nitrate Assimilation 
Salmonella_phage_ST160 Salmonella Carbon Cycle 
Salmonella_phage_9NA Salmonella Carbon Cycle 
Escherichia_phage_TL_2011c Escherichia Nitrate Assimilation 
Escherichia_phage_TL_2011c Escherichia Sulfur Cycle 
Azospirillum_phage_Cd Azospirillum Nitrogen Fixation 
Flavobacterium_phage_11b Flavobacterium Sulfur Cycle 
Mycobacterium_phage_vB_MapS_FF47 Mycobacterium Sulfur Cycle 
Mycobacterium_phage_vB_MapS_FF47 Mycobacterium Nitrate Assimilation 
Rhizobium_phage_16_3 Sinorhizobium Nitrogen Fixation 
Rhizobium_phage_16_3 Sinorhizobium Nitrate Assimilation 
Staphylococcus_phage_SpaA1 Staphylococcus Carbon Cycle 
Staphylococcus_phage_SpaA1 Bacillus Nitrate Assimilation 
Thermoanaerobacterium_phage_THSA_485
A 
Thermoanaerobacterium Nitrogen Fixation 
Pseudomonas_phage_D3 Pseudomonas Sulfur Cycle 
Pseudomonas_phage_D3 Pseudomonas Denitrification 
Pseudomonas_phage_vB_PaeS_SCH_Ab26 Pseudomonas Sulfur Cycle 
Pseudomonas_phage_vB_PaeS_SCH_Ab26 Pseudomonas Denitrification 
Halovirus_HGTV_1 Halorubrum Nitrate Assimilation 
Halovirus_HRTV_4 Halorubrum Nitrate Assimilation 
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THE DIVERSITY OF LYTIC PHAGES AND EFFECTS OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS FACTORS ON 
PROPHAGE INDUCTION OF LYSOGENIC 
PHAGES IN GREAT SALT LAKE 
5.1. Abstract 
Bacteriophages are one of the most abundant and significant components of 
microbial communities in natural ecosystems. Bacteriophages strongly influence the 
bacterial populations by controlling their size, establishing lysogeny (temperate phages), 
and introducing genetic exchange via transduction processes. Several studies have been 
conducted to identify bacteriophages in various ecosystems, but a very small portion of 
these studies are dedicated to hypersaline water systems and our understanding of the role 
of phages in the functioning of these important and unique aquatic systems and their role 
in governing the bacterial diversity remains unclear. Moreover, different environmental 
stress factors can affect the phage cycle in the ecosystem and induce the prophage on the 
bacterial chromosome. The objectives of this study were to characterize the lytic phages 
present in the brine layer sediment of Great Salt Lake and their effects on their bacterial 
hosts. In addition, the impacts of various physicochemical environmental stresses in the 




samples and the isolated bacterial strains were evaluated. Following isolation of ten 
different bacterial strains, lytic phages infecting these bacteria were isolated and showed 
the effects of phage infection on various nutrient cycles. In addition, increase in the pH 
level and mercury induced the prophages in the isolated bacterial genomes, which 
corresponds to decrease in the viability of bacterial cells. These results are proving the 
susceptibility of bacterial hosts in a hypersaline ecosystems due to presence of lytic 
phages as well as prophage induction. 
5.2. Introduction 
The importance of bacteriophages in determining the diversity and structure of 
bacterial community has been a subject of keen interest in freshwater (Middelboe et al., 
2009; Kenzaka et al., 2010), terrestrial (Swanson et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011), and 
marine (Suttle, 2007; Rowe et al., 2012) ecosystems with several alarming findings 
(Weinbauer, 2004; Suttle, 2005). The bacteriophages need a host to develop and multiply 
further, while there are two alternative developmental pathways of phages; lytic cycle 
causing production of progeny virions and lysogenic cycle resulting in integration of the 
phage genome into the host chromosome, thus forming lysogens, i.e., host cells bearing 
integrated phage genomes, called prophages. Under certain conditions, a developmental 
switch consisting of prophage induction can occur under which damage in host DNA 
takes place and the induced prophage can enter into lytic cycle (Ptashne, 2004; Wegrzyn 
and Wegrzyn 2005). 
Bacteriophages can help in bacterial evolution process by killing dominant 
bacteria and helping other minor but phage-resistant bacteria to dominate (Angly et al., 




size, establishing lysogeny (temperate phages), and introducing genetic exchange via 
transduction processes (Brussow et al., 2004; Reyes et al., 2010; Minot et al., 2011; Modi 
et al., 2013). However, a very small portion of these studies are dedicated to hypersaline 
water systems and our understanding of the role of bacteriophages in the functioning of 
these important and unique aquatic systems and their role in governing the bacterial 
diversity remains unclear. This research gap in turn questions the environmental 
sustainability of these ecosystems because the efficient functionality of which directly 
relates with environmental sustainability. 
Viral infection and lysis are among the biotic bottom-up control factors that have 
significant stimulatory and/or inhibitory effects on biodiversity of prokaryotes, microbial 
biomass, and their activity in the aquatic system. Viruses can have a relative contribution 
to bacterial mortality and viruses redirect matter and energy away from higher trophic 
levels and generate substrate for other noninfected bacteria (Suttle, 2007). Therefore, 
bacteriophage activity impacts the structure and composition of communities as well as 
modifying the biogeochemical flux of energy, biomass, and genes in natural ecosystem. 
Bacteriophages can have cumulatively huge impact not only in abundance, diversity, and 
composition of host bacteria, but also on nutrient cycling in the natural ecosystems 
(Suttle, 2005). 
Bacteriophages can affect their host through their lytic as well as lysogenic 
cycles. Lytic phages kill their host immediately. The phage to host ratio is critical in the 
lytic cycle. The lytic phages do exist with their host but the lytic cycle is not initiated 
until a suitable phage to host ratio is achieved (Choi et al., 2010; Kotay et al., 2011). In 




these ecosystems receive discharges from various point and non-point sources. For 
example, treated municipal effluents contain a high number of total bacteriophages and 
this can increase the phage to host ratio. The question is whether lytic phages exist in 
hypersaline ecosystems along with their host bacteria and what phage to host ratio is 
optimal for infection. 
On the other hand, lysogenic cycle of bacteriophages is even more critical 
because this cycle directly exposes the prokaryotic community in natural ecosystems to 
environmental stress factors and genetic changes. The temperate phage with lysogenic 
cycle integrates its genetic element into bacterial DNA and the resulting integrated 
genetic element is known as the “prophage”. When free floating, the phages can act as 
“carrier” for genetic elements. For example, viral metagenome obtained from marine 
environment revealed that up to half of the contents of genetic information originated 
from transduced bacterial and archaeal DNA sequences (Breitbart et al., 2002; Breitbart 
et al., 2008). The integrated prophage has two implications for their bacterial host; (1) the 
prophage can stay dormant but can come out of the bacterial DNA (a process known as 
induction) and get into the lytic cycle and, (2) the prophage can carry certain special 
genes and if expressed, these gene/s can provide special genetic “identity” to its host 
bacterium. The first one threatened the survival of the bacterial community and the 
second one provides more diversity (through phage-mediated horizontal gene transfer) to 
the prokaryotes in terms of their capabilities to affect the surrounding environment. 
Great Salt Lake (Utah, US) as the largest terminal lake in the western hemisphere 
and one of the world's largest hypersaline lakes confers many environmental, ecological, 




considered common in North America and Europe, saline lakes and inland seas 
encompass nearly the same water volume as freshwater lakes (Horne and Goldman, 
1994). The hypersaline ecosystems are a heterogeneous environment with complex 
microbial communities which often face several environmental stresses. The biggest 
question, which is unanswered so far, is whether these environmental stress factors can 
cause prophage induction in the bacterial communities. Therefore, the objective of this 
study is characterization of lytic and lysogenic phages in the sediments of Great Salt Lake 
and understanding the effects of environmental stress factors in prophage induction and 
overall nutrient removal capacity. 
5.3. Materials and methods 
5.3.1. Site description and sediment sampling 
Great Salt Lake is a terminal lake fed by Bear, Weber, and Jordan rivers. These 
rivers carry more than 1.1 million tons of salts annually into the lake, which results in one 
of the most hypersaline water bodies in the world with a salinity gradient of 6% to 28%. 
The lake is separated by a railroad causeway into North and South Arms. The South Arm 
receives approx. 95% of the lake's surface inflows and therefore has a lower salinity and 
contains more diverse biota (Figure 5.1). The sediment sample was collected from 6 mile 
west of Antelope Island in the South Arm of Great Salt Lake (40°53'51.3" N, 112°21'00" 
W). Using a box corer (Wildco, FL), sediment samples were collected from deep brine 
layer in 27-ft depth and stored on ice followed by filtering through 0.45 µm cellulose-




5.3.2. Quantification of sediment bacterial cell 
The sediment bacterial cells were counted by direct plating on different agar 
media as well as direct staining and enumerating using epifluorescent microscopy (EFM). 
For direct plating, 10 g of sediment sample was resuspended in PBS solution (8 g/l of 
NaCl, 0.2 g/l of KCl, 1.44 g/l of Na2HPO4, 0.24 g/l of KH2PO4, pH of 7.4), vigorously 
vortexed and allowed to settle down the soil aggregate. The supernatant was serial diluted 
before inoculation and surface plated onto three different media plates and incubated at 
25°C. The media agar plates used in this study were LB (10 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l yeast 
extract, 10 g/l NaCl), R2A (0.5 g/l proteose peptone, 0.5 g/l casamino acids, 0.5/l yeast 
extract, 0.5 g/l dextrose, 0.5 g/l starch, 0.3 g/l dipotassium phosphate), and tryptic-soy 
agar (TSA) (15 g/l tryptone, 5 g/l soytone, 5 g/l sodium chloride). The viable count 
surface plate method was performed by plating 0.1 ml of different dilutions of sediment 
sample on the surface of dried agar plates and spread with a sterile inoculating loop. 
Plates were incubated for 3 to 5 days at 25°C until colonies were visible on the plate. For 
enumeration of total cell count, the slurry supernatant was filtered with 0.45 µm mixed 
cellulose hydrophilic filter paper (Millipore, MA) to remove any sediment debris. 
Bacterial samples for direct microscopic counting were obtained aseptically, fixed with 
paraformaldehyde with final concentration 4% (w/v) for 30 min at 4°C. The total direct 
cell count was determined by cell quantification stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI) with final concentration of 5 µg ml-1 under an epifluorescence 
microscope (BH-40; Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan). Triplicate slides were used for the 




5.3.3. Live and dead bacterial enumeration 
The bacterial samples were filtered through a 0.22 µm membrane filter using a 
vacuum manifold. The bacterial cells captured in the membrane filter were stained for 20 
min in dark with a mixture of Propidium iodide and SYTO 9 dyes using BaclightTM 
bacterial viability kit (Molecular Probes Inc.). The slides containing the stained 
membrane filters were analyzed under BX51 epifluorescence microscopy (Olympus, 
Japan) using Cy3 and FITC filters to capture live and dead cells, respectively. Twenty 
random fields of view were digitally captured at magnification of 1000× with a DPI-71 
camera and number of live and dead cells was manually counted and averaged. 
5.3.4. Quantification of free phages 
For virus-like-particles (VLPs) enumeration, 900 μl of filtrate supernatant sample 
from the previous step was incubated with 1 unit of DNase 1 (Invitrogen, Canada) and 1× 
DNase 1 buffer for 15 min at room temperature to remove bacterial DNA from the 
sample. The reaction was terminated by adding 2.5 mM EDTA and incubating for 15 min 
at 65°C. Following DNase treatment, 35 μl of 0.5M EDTA solution was added and 
incubated for 10 min at 65°C to stop the DNase activity. DNase treated sample was 
vacuum filtered through a stack of 13 mm filters consisting of a 0.02 µm Anodisc 
membrane filter (Whatman, England), a 0.65 µm Durapore hydrophilic membrane filter 
(Millipore, MA), and a glass fiber prefilter (Millipore, MA). Anodisc containing captured 
virus like particles (VLPs) were stained with 1× SYBR Gold dye (Invitrogen, CA), 
incubated for 20 min in the dark, and analyzed under BX51 epifluorescence microscopy 
(Olympus, Japan) using FITC filter. VLPs (particles smaller than 0.5 µm) were 




of 1000× with a DPI-71 camera. In addition, phage samples were prepared for 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as described in our previous study (Motlagh et 
al. 2015), and viewed with JEM 1400 transmission electron microscopy (JEOL, Japan). 
5.3.5. Bacterial isolation and characterization 
The sediment suspension was prepared following the procedure that was 
mentioned earlier. The supernatant fraction was serial diluted in the PBS solution for 
subsequent inoculation and surface plated to the isolation media in agar plates. Plates 
were incubated for 1 to 3 days at 30°C until colonies were visible on the plate. Individual 
bacterial colonies were plucked and streaked onto another fresh media agar. The re-
streaking procedure of the isolated colonies was repeated two more times to ensure that 
the isolated bacterial colonies are purified followed by storing in 50% (v/v) glycerol at -
80ºC for further analysis. 
The bacterial isolates were also Gram-stained using the Gram stain kit (BD 
Diagnostic Systems, NJ) following the manufacture's instruction. Briefly, 10 µl of the 
cells were spread on the slide with a pipette tip and stained with Crystal violet for 1 min 
and washed with DI water and air dried. The sample was stained with Gram iodine for 
another 1 min followed by washing with DI water and air drying. The sample was then 
exposed to Gram decolorize agent and Gram safranin for 15 and 30 sec-1 min, 
respectively. Finally, the sample was washed with DI water, air dried, and 10-16 µl of 
DAPCO was added followed by checking the slide under BH-40 phase contract 
microscopy (Olympus Optical, Japan). Triplicate slides were used for the analysis and 
minimum of 10 fields were taken for each slide. 




The bacterial isolates were grown to the exponential phase and their genomic DNA was 
extracted using UltraClean microbial DNA isolation kit (MoBio, CA) kit following 
product's instructions. The extracted DNA was used as a template in a PCR reaction 
using 2× GoTaq Mastermix with universal primers of 8f and 1492r with thermocycler 
conditions mentioned in Bhattacharjee et al. (2015). The 16S rRNA amplicons were 
verified on 1% (w/v) agarose gel and purified using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit 
(Qiagen, CA). 
Prior to identification of isolated bacterial strains by pyro-sequencing, the 
restriction enzyme were used to identify the replicate bacterial strain and minimize 
sequencing. Therefore, 5 µl of PCR product was mixed with 1.5 µl of 10x buffer and 0.5 
µl of 10× MspI restriction enzyme (NEB, MA) and added to 8 µl of NF water and 
incubate at 37ºC for 1 hr followed by loading on 1% electrophoresis agarose gel and 
visualized under UV light. Following screening the replicate strains, the purified 
amplicons were sequenced on ABI PRISM 377 automated DNA sequencer (Applied 
Biosystems, USA) in Core Facility at the University of Utah. The DNA sequences were 
analyzed and identified using BLASTn nucleotide search in NCBI database. 
5.3.6. Lytic phage isolation and characterization 
The collected sediment samples were used as the initial source for phage 
isolation. Sediment samples were mixed with 3-fold volume of 1% potassium citrate (10 
g/l of potassium citrate, 1.44 g/l of Na2HPO4, 0.24 g/l of KH2PO4), and vigorously 
shaked overnight followed by centrifugation at 6000×g for 15 min. The supernatant 
containing phages was mixed with the equal volume of nutrient broth containing 1 mmol 




exponentially growing cultures of specific bacterial hosts was added to the solution and 
incubated at 30ºC for 1 hr. The initial phage enrichment culture was centrifuged at 
8000×g for 5 min followed by filtration through 0.45 µm filter before being plated. To 
this initial phage enrichment culture, 2 ml of 1% (w/v) molten top agar was added, 
mixed, and plated on 2% (w/v) dried base agar media plate followed by 24 hr incubation 
at 25ºC. A negative control was also prepared following the same protocol but without 
any phage added to the culture. Following the overnight incubation, the presence of clear 
plaque zones was considered evidence of lytic phage susceptibility. The individual phage 
plaques were plucked and resuspended in SMG buffer (5.8 g/l NaCl, 2 g/l MgSO4-7H2O, 
5 ml/l of 5% gelatin solution, 50 ml/l of 1M Tris-HCl pH 7.5) before being replated. The 
replating of the isolated plaques was repeated two more times to ensure that the isolated 
phage is purified followed by storing in SMG buffer for further infection. 
The phages titres were determined through mixing serial dilutions of isolated 
phages with the liquid cultures of the corresponding bacterial host strains followed by top 
agar assay as mentioned above, 24 hr incubation at 30ºC, and enumerating the plaques 
after the incubation considering the dilution factors. Triplicate plates were prepared for 
each dilution and plaque numbers were averaged from three plates to calculate the phage 
titer. 
The one-step growth curve was obtained for each of the isolated lytic phages to 
calculate the latent and eclipse periods, and burst size of the bacteriophages. Therefore, 1 
ml of freshly grown bacterial isolate was incubated with the same volume but higher 
concentration of isolated lytic phage (PBR=10) at 30ºC for 10 min for initial adsorption 




at 3000×g for 5 min followed by discarding the supernatant and resuspending the pellet in 
fresh bacterial growth medium. The mixture was added to 1 liter freshly grown log-phase 
bacterial isolate and incubated at 30ºC on shaker. Triplicate samples were taken every 10 
min and divided into two aliquots (with and without addition of chloroform) following 
top agar assay. The samples with adding 1% (v/v) chloroform was used to calculate the 
total PFU, i.e. free phages and any infectious intracellular phage particles, while the 
samples without chloroform was used to calculate the free PFU, i.e. extracellular and 
non-adsorb phage particles. Following the incubation, the PFU counts obtained from 
triplicate plates were averaged and plotted versus time to obtain the one-step growth 
curve. The burst size, i.e. amount of infectious phages produced per infected bacterial 
cell, was calculated by dividing the number of VLPs released from the cell to number of 
VLPs initially added. 
Phage isolates were also analyzed for host range and specificity with performing 
these assays using the bacterial strains isolated from Great Salt Lake sediment. The soft 
agar layers containing bacterial lawn of isolated strains were subjected to each of the 
phage isolates and the specificity of the bacterial strains was detected by the appearance 
of lytic plaque zone. 
5.3.7. Effects of environmental stress factors on bacterial species 
 
with prophages in their genome 
Environmental impacts to Great Salt Lake are anthropogenic activities and natural 
processes. Human activities posing a heightened or significant threat to Great Salt Lake 
include mining, pollution, biological disturbances, anthrapogenically-induced climatic 




environmental stress factors, different physical and chemical stresses that are frequently 
being occurred to Great Salt Lake ecosystem were applied on the sediment as well as the 
isolated bacterial strains. 
In order to evaluate the prophage activation, all of the isolated bacterial hosts 
were exposed to mitomycin C during bacterial log-phase growth to induce phage 
transcription and production. Mitomycin C was used as a universal prophage inducer by 
mixing 10 ml of mitomycin to have a final concentration of 1 µg/ml with equal volume of 
exponentially grown bacterial culture and incubating overnight on a gyratory shaker 
followed by phage extraction procedures as mentioned above. The following day, 1% 
(v/v) of chloroform was added to the solution to release any phages inside the bacterial 
cells followed by centrifugation at 8000×g for 1 hr and phage extraction process on the 
supernatant as described above. 
The effects of various physico-chemical stress factors including pH, mercury as 
heavy metal stress factor, and nodularin as cynotoxin widely available in Great Salt Lake 
were studied on prophage induction and following bacterial viability. The isolated 
bacteria were grown overnight and duplicate samples of the mid-log phase grown 
bacteria were spiked with different concentrations of the stress factors. The bacteria were 
incubated on a shaker at 30°C for 12 hr followed by VLPs enumeration and Baclight 
assay. In addition, effects of environmental stresses were evaluated on the sediment 
samples as well by resuspending 1 grams of sediment samples in 10 ml of milliQ water 
and subjecting the produced slurry mixture to mitomycin C with final concentration of 1 
µg/ml as a surrogate for environmental stresses. The slurry was placed on a gyratory 




5.4. Results and discussion 
5.4.1. Quantification of sediment bacterial cell 
Direct plating of the sediment sample showed counts ranging between 7.2-
26.8×103 CFU per gram of sediment with four different bacterial colony types which 
have been recovered on the agar plates. In addition, bacterial population was analyzed 
using DAPI staining and showed 1.6-3.5×106 cells per gram of sediment sample from the 
Great Salt Lake, while 55±8% of the cells were scored as viable using Live/Dead 
BaclightTM bacterial viability assay. 
5.4.2. Quantification of free phages 
Bacteriophage population was analyzed using SYBR Gold staining and showed 
2.3-8.5×107 virus-like-particles (VLPs) per gram of sediment sample from the Great Salt 
Lake. This population is a considerable number comparable to or greater than the number 
of VLPs found in most of the aquatic systems (Suttle, 2007), suggesting that there must 
be significant phage-bacteria interactions in Great Salt Lake ecosystems. Phenotypic 
diversity of the phages was examined by electron microscopy and phages were identified 
using morphological criteria of the International Committee on Taxonomy and Viruses 
(ICTV) (Ackermann et al., 1992; Pringle, 1998). As shown in Figure 5.2, morphology-
based analysis of the viral samples showed that all of the bacteriophages were most 
similar to the tailed bacteriophage Caudovirales with the icosahedral heads with 
diameters between 15 and 450 nm, and tail length ranges from 35 to 530 nm.  
The most abundant phages had icosahedral heads with diameter 50-155 nm. 
Based on the morphology-based analysis, the phages could be assigned to three virus 




5.2(a) to 5.2(f)), Siphoviridae with icosahedral head and long flexible tail (Figure 5.2(g) 
to 5.2(i)), and Podoviridae with icosahedral head and short tail (Figure 5.2(j) to 5.2(l)). 
The uniquely high proportion of Siphoviridae found in the Great Salt Lake sediment 
suggests that most bacteriophages in this ecosystem are susceptible to prophage induction 
as a large proportion of temperate phages belong to Siphoviridae family (Bench et al., 
2007). In addition, as suggested that virulent phages with broad host ranges are members 
of Myoviridae and with narrower host ranges belongs to Podoviridae families (Sullivan et 
al., 2003), the morphology analysis can reveal a snapshot of phage genotypic diversity.  
Tailed viruses are the most common isolates infecting prokaryotic hosts residing 
in hypersaline environments (Sencilo and Roine, 2014). However, the viruses without 
any observable tail structure could be either bacteriophages that do not have tails in their 
structure or the bacteriophages that have lost their tails during the preparation procedure 
particularly in cesium chloride purification step prior to electron microscopy 
visualization. It should be also explained that all of the virus particles visualized under 
epifluorescent and electron microscopies might not be bacteriophages and eukaryotic 
viruses, such as viruses infecting phytoplankton, could be also included in the sampled 
population. However, since the population of phytoplanktons (algae) was significantly 
low at the time of sampling event (i.e. end of June) due to high temperature and presence 
of brine shrimp, which intensely graze the phytoplankton crop, we conclude that the 
majority of these viruses are likely to be bacteriophages. 
5.4.3. Bacterial isolation and characterization 
Following direct plating of the sediment sample onto different media agar plates 




restriction enzyme followed by PCR on universal 16S rRNA primers, the isolated 
colonies showed 10 different band pattern on the agarose gel. Pyro-sequencing on one of 
the strains of each pattern was carried out to identify the bacterial species. Using BLAST 
search of 16S rRNA sequences against NCBI bacterial database identified 10 different 
bacterial species, as shown in Table 5.1. Bacillus pumilus has a significant role in 
ecosystem biochemistry with its functions as plant growth promoter and nitrogen fixation 
transforming atmospheric nitrogen into ammonia (Hernandez et al., 2009). 
Staphylococcus epidermidis as another isolated species is involved in nitrogen cycle with 
nitrate reduction process.  
Although the previous studies showed that Staphylococcus epidermidis is a 
facultative anaerobe (Rowlinson et al. 2006), but the isolated species was cultured in an 
aerobic condition as it grows better in aerobic environments. Aeromonas species 
including A. salmonicida are found ubiquitously in the environment, particularly in fresh 
or estuarine brackish water (Janda and Abbott, 2010). Although A. salmonicida A449 is 
reported as a facultative species, in this study, it was isolated in an aerobic environment. 
Aeromonas species can be involved in nitrogen cycles and have shown their ability of 
denitrification and dissimilatory nitrate reduction to nitrous oxide in an anaerobic 
condition (Hunter and Kuykendall, 2006). Shewanella putrefaciens has ubiquitous 
presence in natural ecosystems with the ability to reduce a wide range of terminal 
electron acceptors including ferric, nitrate, and nitrite (Dichristina, 1992). Therefore, it 
plays a key role in the nitrogen cycle as well as metal reduction. 
It should be mentioned that the purpose of this section was not to obtain all 




communities involved in various nutrient cycles were isolated to evaluate the effects of 
different environmental stress factors on the prophage induction. The vast majority of the 
isolated bacterial species were tolerant to high salinities but did not require hypersaline 
conditions for growth. Gram-staining showed most of the isolated bacteria as Gram-
negative isolates, which can be attributed to their tolerance to hypersaline environment. 
5.4.4. Lytic phage isolation and characterization 
Although a total of 10 bacterial strains were isolated, purified, and characterized 
from Great Salt Lake sediment, the enrichment and isolation of lytic phages able to infect 
the representative bacterial isolates was only successful for two of the isolated species 
including GSL8 and GSL9. The lytic phage corresponding to their bacterial isolates 
produced clear visible plaques ranging 2-4 mm in diameter. The phage latent and eclipse 
period and burst size of both phage isolates were calculated based on the one-step growth 
curve. During the latent period, active virions significantly increases inside the cells but 
newly synthesized virions do not appear outside the cell as visible plaques. The latent 
period for phage Φ GSL8 and phage Φ GSL9 were estimated to be 30 min and 20 min, 
respectively. On the other hand, in the eclipse period, the virus capsid head containing 
viral nucleic acid separates from its protein coat, resulting in an uncoated virus, and as a 
result, no infectious virus can be detected during this phase. Based on the one-step 
growth curve, the eclipse period for phage Φ GSL8 and phage Φ GSL9 were calculated 
to be 25 min and 15 min, respectively. In addition, burst size for both bacteriophages was 
calculated and it was estimated to produce 120 and 55 phage particles per infected 
bacterium. 




bacterial species involved in nitrogen and sulfate assimilation (Seshadri et al., 2006) 
proved their susceptibility in phage infection and subsequent effects on nutrient cycle. 
Stapleton et al. (2005) also showed that Shewanella putrefaciens 200 is a metal reducing 
bacterium and the infection of the GSL9 with the existing phages can affect the iron and 
magnesium reduction process in the ecosystem. This metal reduction can be coupled with 
anaerobic respiration, which eventually impacts the organic carbon oxidation. 
The host range and specificity analysis using the isolated bacterial strains and 
lytic phages showed that in all of the assays, phages were able to infect only the host 
strains used for their isolation. This narrow host range can be identified as a result of an 
acquired resistance to the co-occurring viruses, as shown in previous studies for both 
bacteriophages and cyanophages (Borsheim, 1993; Waterbury and Valois, 1993; Alonso 
et al., 2002). In addition, in contrast to algal viruses, bacterial viruses showed a highly 
specific characteristic (Motlagh et al., 2016). Previously, it was studied that in saline 
environments, approximately 73% of marine bacteriophages only lyse their original host 
bacterium (Wichels et al., 1998). 
5.4.5. Effects of environmental stress factors on bacterial species 
 
with prophages in their genome 
A search for terminase gene against NCBI RefSeq GenBank using BLASTn 
revealed that Bacillus pumilus ATCC 7061 (GSL3), Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC 
12228 (GSL4), Aeromonas salmonicida A449 (GSL6), and Shewanella putrefaciens 200 
(GSL9) have 8, 3, 5, and 2 prophages, respectively. Although the prophages on these 
bacterial genomes were incomplete and/or questionable (except Shewanella putrefaciens 




incomplete, questionable) on the genome of these environmentally relevant organisms 
indicates that these bacteria might be susceptible to induction under environmental stress 
factors. Following mitomycin C exposure, significant decrease in bacterial growth (as 
measured by optical density) and considerable increase in phage population (as measured 
by fluorescent microscopy as VLPs) was observed, demonstrating the susceptibility of 
these bacteria to environmental stresses. Mitomycin C causes breaking in the single-
strand DNA and activating RecA protein, which results in autoproteolysis of repressors 
that govern the SOS response and phage lysogeny. In addition, various physical and 
chemical stresses that are frequently being occurred to Great Salt Lake ecosystem were 
applied to the isolated bacterial strains. 
Water diversion of inflows to Great Salt Lake is increasing due to agriculture, 
industry, and urbanization. In addition, anthropogenic climate change with increasing the 
temperature and acid rain precipitation from industrial emissions can fluctuate the pH of 
the lake. Therefore, pH was varied by titrating the bacterial medium with the addition of 
HCl or NaOH ranging the final pH between 6 and 10 and its effect on prophage induction 
and bacterial viability was evaluated (Figure 5.3). 
As shown in Figure 5.3, the number of VLPs significantly increased for GSL4 at 
pH 10 as a result of an unfavorable condition which leads to prophage induction. 
Consequently the bacterial viability decreased dramatically at pH 10 due to phage 
infection. In addition, an increase trend in VLPs was observed in GSL4 at pH 5 as well, 
which was due to prophage induction in the acidic environment. The bacterial isolate 
GSL4, which was phylogenically close to Staphylococcus epidermidis has been reported 




observed in this study can be correlated to the unfavorable condition in the acidic and 
alkaline conditions, which results in prophage excretion. 
As S. epidermitis is a non-biofilm forming strain (Zhang et al., 2003) and more 
susceptible to phage infection due to lack of biofilm exopolysaccharide which can protect 
against phage infection (Motlagh et al., 2015), it is suggested that the increase in the 
VLPs was significantly detrimental to the bacterial cells causing cell lysis. 
The bacterial isolate GSL6 also showed an increase trend in VLPs at pH 10, 
which resulted in the subsequent decrease in bacterial viability. The bacterial viability 
and growth of GSL3 isolate increased with raising the pH, suggesting that the isolated 
bacterial strain was alkaliphilic in nature, while no prophage induction was observed in 
any of the pH values. In another study by Gomaa (2013), it was shown that production of 
protease which subsequently supports the cell growth was increased in higher pH than 
neutral in B. pumilus ATCC 7061, which is phylogenitically close to GSL3 isolate. The 
bacterial viability in GSL9 was highest in low pH and decreased with increasing the 
alkalinity, suggesting an acidic condition for optimal growth of the bacterial strain. It was 
interesting that although the high pH was not favorable for the isolate, the prophage 
induction did not occur. The increase in the VLPs resulted in a decline of bacterial 
viability in the corresponding pH. 
Metal contamination of the Great Salt Lake is a result of industrial and mining 
activities in the lake basin. Besides the physical disturbance caused by mining, it can 
increase the metal pollutant by discharging the mine wastewater. Furthermore, heavy 
metals leached from mining dumps can increase these toxicant concentrations in the 




heavy metals in Great Salt Lake that are driven from industrial activity with increasing 
concentration (Wurtsbaugh et al., 2012), was chosen to be studied as the stress factor. 
Different concentration of Hg(II) was applied to the isolated bacteria in their mid-log 
phase and the effects on prophage induction and bacterial viability was analyzed. 
As illustrated in Figure 5.4, a major increase in the VLPs was observed in GSL6 
and GSL9 when mercury concentration reached 50 ng/l and 100 ng/l, respectively. The 
subsequent considerable decrease in the bacterial viability confirms the bacterial infection 
with these induced phages. As it was discussed in previous section, GSL9 was 
phylogenetically close to S. putrefaciens and resistance to high concentration of Hg(II) 
has been shown earlier by Jiang et al. (2012). However, the significant increase in the 
VLPs for GSL9 suggested that the isolated strain is a mutant of the S. putrefaciens wild-
type, which is susceptible to high concentration of mercury due to prophage induction 
that ultimately can affect the bacterial viability. 
The bacterial isolate GSL3 showed a noticeable increase in VLPs with 50 ng/l of 
mercury followed by a significant decrease in the bacterial viability. Although this major 
decrease in the bacterial viability can be attributed to phage induction, it can be also be 
affected due to high concentration of mercury. Higher concentration of mercury did not 
show a noticeable increase in VLPs, while it indicated a significant decrease in the 
bacterial viability suggesting bacterial lysis due to lethal concentration of mercury for the 
culture. In previous studies, B. pumilus has shown resistance to several heavy metals 
including zinc, nickel, copper, cobalt, and cadmium but not to mercury (Bruins et al., 
2000). Therefore, high concentration of mercury and its toxicity can be the major cause 




were observed for bacterial isolate GSL4 which suggest the resistance of the isolated 
strain to mercury. Presence of genes associated with resistance to metal ions including 
mercury in S. epidermidis in previous studies (Zhang et al., 2003) confirm the stability of 
bacterial strain in presence of high concentration of mercury. 
Great Salt Lake as a large shallow terminal lake is considered hypereutrophic and 
extremely rich in nutrients and minerals. Furthermore, considering (oligo) mixing in the 
Great Salt Lake with salinity enhancement will increase the mixing that eventually results 
in release of nutrients from brine layer to the photic zone. Nutrient concentrations due to 
agricultural fertilizers and treated sewage from Jordan River's inflow accumulate in Great 
Salt Lake as the terminal lake and nutrients are expected to increase in future years. As a 
result, growth of cyanobacteria can be accelerated and cyanobacterial blooms may cause 
detrimental effects, including increase of cynotoxin in the Great Salt Lake ecosystems. 
The genus Nodularia majorly exists in sline and coastal lake (Karjalainen, 2005) and 
therefore, nodularin (NOD), as a cyclic pentapeptide and hepatotoxic cyanobacterial 
toxins produced by the cyanobacterium Nodularia spumigena, was considered as one of 
the major environmental stress factors for GSL as a terminal hypersaline lake. The effects 
of nodularin with different concentrations ranging between 1 µg/l to 100 µg/l on 
prophage induction and bacterial lysis of isolated bacterial strains were studied. Although 
nodularin even in low concentration of 10 µg/l caused significant decrease in bacterial 
viability, no prophage induction occurred in any of the isolated bacterial strains. 
Although nodularin was not able to induce the prophages in the isolated strains, it caused 
an increase in the VLPs when applied on the sediment sample. Nodularin as one of the 




bacteria. Besides the direct effects of nodularin in growth inhibition of other bacteria, it 
can also induce bacterial prophage, infect the bacterial host, and indirectly affect the 
bacterial population. In addition, microcystin can change the permeability of bacterial 
cell wall and consequently increase their sensitivity to other stresses such as phage 
infection (Dixon et al., 2004). 
Exposure of sediment mixed community to mitomycin C showed an average of 
12× increase in the VLPs, which proved the induction following incubation with 
mitomycin C to confirm the existence of prophage. These results demonstrate that 
prokaryotic communities living in sediments has prophage and were susceptible to 
induction under environmental stress factors. 
5.5. Conclusion 
The Great Salt Lake as one of the unique hypersaline ecosystems was studied in 
this research. The diversity of bacteriophages in the brine layer sediment suggested three 
virus families of Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae as the most abundant 
phages. The uniquely high proportion of Siphoviridae found in the Great Salt Lake 
sediment suggests that most bacteriophages in this ecosystem are susceptible to prophage 
induction as a large proportion of temperate phages belong to Siphoviridae family. 
Isolation of lytic phages from Great Salt Lake showed the co-existence of phages that can 
infect bacterial host in the hypersaline environment of this terminal lake. In addition, 
infection of bacterial hosts involved in nutrient cycling illustrated the influence of phage 
in bacterial diversity, populations, and indirect effects on various nutrient cycling. 
Speculating the prophage induction in some of the bacterial hosts due to environmental 




induction results in an increase in the VLPs population, which were responsible for the 
decline trend in the bacterial population. These results are proving the susceptibility of 
bacterial hosts in a hypersaline ecosystems due to presence of lytic phages as well as 
prophages induction. However, additional sampling is required to determine the seasonal 
fluctuation of bacteriophage and bacterial population to better understand the role of 






Figure 5.1. The Great Salt Lake as the sampling site of this study is shown in this satellite 
image. The South Bend of Great Salt Lake is illustrated in dark grey and North Bend with 




Figure 5.2. Myoviridae (micrograph (a) to (f)), Siphoviridae (micrograph (g) to (i)), 



















Table 5.1. Isolated bacteria from Great Salt Lake with the matched bacterial strains from 










GSL1 + Micrococcus yunnanensis strain TGT-R7 KR476438 99% 
GSL2 - Sphingomonas aquatilis strain S7 KF542913 98% 
GSL3 - Bacillus pumilus strain ATCC 7061 NR_043242 99% 
GSL4 + Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC 12228 AE015929 99% 
GSL5 - Sphingomonas echinoides strain ATCC 
14820 
NR_024700 99% 
GSL6 - Aeromonas salmonicida A449 CP000644 100% 
GSL7 + Bacillus aquimaris strain M12 JF411285 100% 
GSL8 - Aeromonas hydrophila strain ATCC 7966 NR_074841 99% 
GSL9 - Shewanella putrefaciens 200 CP002457 99% 








Figure 5.3. Effects of pH fluctuations on prophage induction and bacterial viability of the 





Figure 5.4. Effects of mercury fluctuations on prophage induction and bacterial viability 
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This study focused on the role of bacteriophage in bacterial diversity, population, 
and how they influence the resieliency of the ecosystems. In this research, with a 
systematic approach, initially the lab-scale and engineered ecosystem was studied. In the 
lab-scale biological phosphorus removal, there were many factors in-control and can be 
manipulated to better understand the phage-host interaction and their effects on the 
bacterial population and metabolic activity of phsophrus accumulation organisms 
(PAOs). The challenge in studying the effect of chemical stress factors on PAOs was the 
inability to culture these unique organisms, although they can be enriched in the lab up to 
high concentrations. Under this challenge, apparently, it was difficult to conclude that all 
the VLPs came from PAOs. However, based on qPCR results and DAPI staining, we can 
comfortably conclude that the reactor was enriched in PAOs and PAOs contributed to 
VLPs number during each chemical stress test. Based on the presented results, 0.5 ppm of 
copper, 500 µg/l of KCN, and 0.1 µg/ml of ciprofloxacin resulted in the highest prophage 
induction and coincided with significant decreases in ppk1 genes and phosphorus 
removal performances. Prophages harbored in PAOs were induced when exposed to 




 antibiotic. Prophage induction in PAOs could be one of the underlying causes for 
deterioration in phosphorus removal efficiency and EBPR performance under stress. It is 
well known that wastewater treatment plants are long-term processes, and the limited 
short-term study of stress factors on PAOs and the subsequent dynamics of 
bacteriophages cannot reflect all of the influences on biological phosphorus removal. 
However, it can reveal a greater extent of knowledge about the process of PAOs infection 
and the deterioration of EBPR following different physical and chemical stress factors. A 
mixture of free floating phages was isolated from a full-scale EBPR plant and the 
contents of the reactors were infected with this mixture. It was observed that the 
dispersed biomass was more sensitive to the added phages and demonstrated that, 
perhaps, some of the added phages were proved to be lytic to PAOs. These results also 
have tremendous practical applications. For example, these results emphasize the 
importance of granular activated sludge processes to diminish the effects of external 
microbial perturbations such as the induction of prophage and lytic phages infection on 
key microbial community. 
In continuation of the effort to understand the phage-host interactions and their 
role in affecting various nutrients cycling, a larger scale natural ecosystem was chosen to 
be studied. Therefore, Great Salt Lake (GSL) as one of the unique hypersaline 
ecosystems was studied in this research. As one of the most-interesting and less-studied 
hypersaline environments on the planet, Great Salt Lake showed a very high diversity in 
bacteria and bacteriophage species, which was related to various nutrient cycles. 
Metagenomics analyses revealed the relation between the phage and bacteria as their host 




abundance. Furthermore, the presence of prophage and their host in the sediment showed 
the susceptibility of Great Salt Lake environment in various nutrient cycles. As 
prophages are able to be induced in presence of different environmental stress factors and 
can infect their bacterial hosts, which results into alteration of nutrient cycles of the 
ecosystem. In addition, gene prediction in the bacterial and viral contigs showed the 
shared functional genes in the samples, which could have originated from gene transfer 
process between the bacterial host and phage. Lastly, identification of CRISPRs in the 
bacterial contigs confirms prevalence of previous infections among the bacterial 
community by phages originated from marine environments. 
The diversity of bacteriophages in the brine layer sediment suggested three virus 
families of Myoviridae, Siphoviridae, and Podoviridae as the most abundant phages. The 
uniquely high proportion of Siphoviridae found in the Great Salt Lake sediment suggests 
that most bacteriophages in this ecosystem are susceptible to prophage induction as a 
large proportion of temperate phages belong to Siphoviridae family. Isolation of lytic 
phages from Great Salt Lake showed the co-existence of phages that can infect bacterial 
host in the hypersaline environment of this terminal lake. In addition, infection of 
bacterial hosts involved in nutrient cycling illustrated the influence of phage in bacterial 
diversity, populations, and indirect effects on various nutrient cycling. Speculating the 
prophage induction in some of the bacterial hosts due to environmental stresses 
commonly found in Great Salt Lake was significantly important. The prophage induction 
results in an increase in the VLPs population, which was responsible for the declining 




6.1. Recommendation for future works 
The results in this project showed the susceptibility of bacterial hosts in 
engineered and hypersaline ecosystem due to presence of lytic phages as well as 
prophages induction. This bacterial susceptibility was revealed to affect the bacterial 
population, diversity, and eventually nutrient cycling. However, additional studies in 
other nutrient removing bioreactors are recommended to better understand the role of 
phages and effects of prophage induction in various nutrient cycling. Furthermore, 
additional sampling is required to determine the seasonal fluctuation of bacteriophage 
and bacterial population to better understand the role of phage in bacterial population and 
establish an equilibrium between phage and bacteria. In addition, there are multiple 
phages that interact and infect a single bacterial host and understanding the phage-phage 
interaction network between these various phages capable of infecting a single bacterium 
is important. Although viral coinfection and phage-phage interactions occurs frequently 
in nature, the studies related to phage-phage interaction in natural ecosystems particularly 
hypersaline environments are very limited.  
 
